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ABSTRACT
Studies on training for customer contact employees in the hotel 
industry have not been found in Spain. In the United States, ample research 
has been conducted in the areas of training, service quality, and customer 
satisfaction. However, studies on training programs for customer contact 
employees, and studies that address the influence of customer contact 
employees on customers' perceptions of quality are fairly new.
This exploratory study was intended to evaluate the training 
methodology provided to customer contact employees in luxury properties in 
Spain, to assess perceptions of effectiveness of such training methods, and to 
relate such methodology to perceptions of service quality. It was found that a 
property's commitment to customer service might be related to the ratio of 
customer contact employees to total number of employees, that importance 
given to training might differ according to hotel ownership, and that most 
training is conducted on-the-job.
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CHAPTER 1 
RESEARCH STATEMENT 
Introduction
Spain is a country with a long history as a tourist destination. Tourism 
originated during the late 19th century when wealthy Europeans began 
spending the winter months on the Balearic Islands in the Mediterranean 
and on the Canary Islands in the Atlantic Ocean off the northwest coast of 
Africa. Those early tourists started enjoying the benefits of mild weather in a 
country, Spain, whose economy was mainly agricultural and had not yet 
contemplated the development of a tourism industry (Birnbaum, 1995).
A century later, the restoration of Spain's financial health and the 
economic recovery of those countries that were involved in World War II 
allowed for the revitalization of the tourism industry. Its development in the 
last thirty years has occurred so rapidly as to position Spain as the second 
leading tourist destination in the world after France (Elliot, 1996). In 
recognition, the country has served as host nation for the World Tourism 
Organization (WTO) since its inception in 1975.
Today, Spain receives more than 60 million tourists a year and ranks 
third behind United States and Italy in terms of worldwide hotel capacity ("El 
Turismo, de buen ano ", 1995). Also, four Spanish corporate hotel chains rank 
among the first fifty in the world according to the number of hotel rooms 
("Hotels 200...", 1995).
1
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The tourism industry has significant implications for the Spanish 
economy. According to the Spanish weekly tourism publication Editur (1994), 
in 1994 the tourism sector employed 11% of the Spanish labor force and 
contributed 8% to the Spanish Gross Domestic Product.
The education and development of future professionals in tourism are 
accomplished mostly by the fulfillment of either a three year technical degree 
program in tourism or a professional school degree. The three-year program 
develops students in a general field with little attention given to 
specialization in hotel management or other areas of the tourism industry. 
The professional school degree prepares students for specific positions within 
the tourism industry such as chef and travel agent clerk.
A characteristic of tourism in Spain is that it is extremely seasonal with 
the third quarter of the calendar year (July through September) receiving the 
largest number of visitors ("El turismo de buen aflo", 1995). The seasonality 
of the industry, the natural harvest cycles of large plantations of certain crops 
such as olives and oranges, and economic recessions have caused many 
agriculture workers to obtain a second job during the summer season as 
waiters, cooks, and other front-line positions.
As the hospitality industry has expanded, and competition increased, 
customers have become more demanding of quality in the service provided. 
The demand for a well-trained labor force that is able to respond to the 
demands of the consumer has become apparent (The Economic development 
o f .... 1963). Customer contact personnel are especially important due to the 
influence they have on customers' perceptions of service quality.
A few questions that may be asked are how to capture a well-trained 
labor force, how necessary it is to provide formal training to employees of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
hotel industry, or whether what is learned in formal hospitality education 
programs might be enough to provide what is needed to satisfy guests.
Research Objective 
The primary purpose of this exploratory research was to identify what 
kind of training five star hotels in Spain are providing for customer contact 
employees. It was attempted to determine how training and development 
issues have implications for such topics as service quality and customer 
contact employees within the Spanish hotel industry.
A visual representation of this study shows how training, service 
quality and customer contact employees issues are interrelated, and how this 
study intended to gain some knowledge on the development of those issues 
in Spain.
Graphic Representation of Study
CUSTOMER
CONTACT
EMPLOYEES SERVICE
SPAIN
QUALITY
TRAINING
AND
lEVELOPMENT.
Figure 1 Graphic Representation of Study
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It was also intended to leam whether (1) a measure of service quality 
could be derived from some demographic data about each property, and (2) 
whether a typology of training methods could be correlated to companies' 
attitudes towards training:
1. To leam about the relationship between training methodology and 
service quality, the research intended to:
a. Determine whether the ratio of number of employees to 
number of rooms affected the selection of a specific training 
methodology.
b. Determine whether type of property—resort, club, or hotel— 
affected the selection of a specific training methodology.
c. Determine whether the market segment(s) served affected the 
selection of a specific training methodology.
d. Determine whether form of ownership affected the selection 
of specific training methodology.
2. To leam about the relationship between training methodology and 
managerial beliefs about training, the research intended to:
a. Measure factors such as knowledge, skills, and attitude, in 
relation to specific training methodology.
b. Measure levels of customer satisfaction in relation to specific 
training methodology.
The ultimate objective of this research was to provide a basis for 
recommendations for the content of training and development programs for 
customer contact employees.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Justification
In the United States there is ample research in the area of training in 
general and training techniques for hospitality employees in particular.
There is also ample research in the area of service quality, service delivery, 
and customer satisfaction. However, studies that address how certain 
training methods may influence the service delivery provided by customer 
contact employees are fairly new and scarce and it is such training programs 
that may set the standards that would determine employees' attitudes and 
behaviors when interacting with the guest.
Studies on customer contact employee training programs in Spain 
have not been found up to date. Therefore, this exploratory study intended to 
provide some insight into the needs and importance of training programs for 
the service encounter deliverers in the hotel industry in Spain.
Since there is no hospitality program officially recognized by the 
Spanish Ministry of Education that specifically focuses on the development of 
future professionals for the hotel industry (further discussion on this matter 
is provided in Chapter 2), the characteristics of the training programs 
individually developed by different companies, or properties were considered 
to be pertinent and significant.
Definition of Terms
Customer contact employee: As defined by the existing literature, this 
term refers to those persons who directly interact in the delivery of a service, 
product, or both. For the purposes of this research it referred to front-desk 
clerks, bar/cafeteria persons, and room service attendants.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Five star property: As defined by the Spanish Secretaria General de 
Turismo (General Secretary Office of Tourism), and by the different 
autonomous regions in Spain, the category "five star " is given to any property 
that ensures certain technical provisions and commodities to its customers. 
They are categorized as luxury properties for tax purposes and can be 
considered to equate to United States hotels in the luxury segment.
Training programs, training methodology, and development 
programs: These were used as synonymous terms and refer to any kind of 
formal series of learning processes, provided by management, that any 
employee undergoes when starting in a new position.
"Parador": The "paradores" are old castles, monasteries, lodges, and 
fortresses that have been renovated and reformed as historic hotels. The first 
"paradores"' were established at the beginning of this century by King Alfonso 
Xm. They were intended to extend the luxury and comfort of the best hotels 
to isolated areas of the country that were remarkable for their natural beauty 
(Thomas, 1966). The "paradores " form a chain that is owned and operated by 
the Spanish government. Today, the chain has grown to 84 hotels, two of 
which have the five star category.
Peseta: It is the Spanish currency. It exchanged at 130.22 pesetas for a 
US dollar on July 31,1994 (Holt, 1996a), and 119.70 pesetas for a US dollar on 
July 16,1995 (Holt, 1996b). Between January and May 1996, the average 
exchange rate was 125.84 pesetas per US dollar (Holt, 1996c, 1996d, 1996e, 1996f, 
1996g).
A4 Page Size: It is the most common page size in Europe. It is slightly 
longer and narrower than a regular American size 8.5"x 11" page. It measures 
8.19" X 11.58".
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Summary
This chapter has explained the objectives and importance of this study. 
The intent of the study was first, to evaluate the training methodology 
provided to customer contact employees in prime category hotels in Spain. 
Second, the study also intended to assess respondents’ perceptions of 
efiectiveness of such methodology in the resulting quality of service 
delivered by customer contact employees. The driving force of this study was 
the lack of information available regarding the degree to which five star 
hotels in Spain train their employees. The importance of the study may be 
considered to be threefold: first, it is intended to provide information on 
training methodology where it is now non-existent (Spain), second, it is 
centered on customer contact employees, the service deliverers, and third, it 
investigates the impact of training on service quality.
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction
This chapter guides the reader through a variety of ideas and opinions 
that reflect upon the concepts regarding training, education, customer service, 
hospitality industry and mail surveying.
The review of related literature is organized in three main blocks: 
training and development, Spain, and mail surveys. It starts with a look at 
the concepts of training and development—what they mean and how they 
relate to both education and the work place—accompanied by a discussion on 
training methods. Next, special attention is dedicated to a study that 
evaluated perceptions on training effectiveness in the United States (Conrade, 
Woods and Ninemeier, 1994) and that was used as the starting point for this 
study. The first part concludes with a section that looks at the issues of 
service quality and the characteristics of training in relation to customer 
service.
The second block is centered on Spain and it gives an explanation of 
the importance of the tourism industry in Spain, and details its impact on the 
country's economy and its implications in education and training.
Finally, a discussion on the characteristics of surveying by mail and 
response rates on international research is presented.
8
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Training and Development
A Look into Training and Education 
Training is defined in Webster's New World Dictionary of American 
English (1988) as:
(...) 3 to subject to certain action, exercises, etc. in order to bring to a 
desired condition [ a surgeon's hand trained to be steady] 4 to guide or 
control the mental, moral, etc. development of; bring up; 5 to instruct 
so as to make proficient or qualified [to train nurses at a hospital] (...)
(p. 1418)
As defined by Vaught, Hoy and Buchanan (1985), training refers to the 
efforts that organizations make in order to improve their employees' abilities 
to perform a task. Training differs from development in focus and scope. 
Development is more future oriented and refers to the efforts organizations 
make to increase the advancement potential of an employee (Vaught et al., 
1985).
In the context of Goll's (1994) Management by Values approach to 
human resources management, "training is the how and the what of a task or 
a job" (p. 119), while development is the overall result of training and 
educating employees. Training narrows a person's range of responses because 
it focuses on developing specifiable behavioral outcomes, while educating 
broadens the person's range of responses because it seeks the opposite; it does 
not specify a particular behavioral outcome. Training is the "how to", 
educating is the "why", and the result of combining both efforts is employee 
development (Goll, 1994).
Sharing a similar vision, Walton, cofounder of Holiday Inns, Inc., and 
Lorentzen stated (1986):
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Employees need to know not only how to do well what they are 
assigned to do, but also why their doing it well can make a big 
difference between corporate failure or success (....) Here is where 
training enters the picture—rigorous, demanding employee training. 
All workers must be thoroughly indoctrinated as to how their 
respective job duties and accomplishments relate to the whole 
operation and help determine the outcome, (p. 75)
Thus, training is a only a part of employee development. In the 
Management by Values approach (Goll, 1994), employee development is an 
organization's program to increase employees' sense of growth, achievement, 
and recognition.
In the context of this study, and within the conceptual framework 
established by the literature discussed, training may be seen as the critical part 
of employee development that focuses on filling the gap between an 
employee's actual and expected performances of a task or an organizational 
role. It is seen, therefore, as a program that will provide the necessary tools 
for employees to perform at the levels that the organization requires. To 
quote Walton and Lorentzen (1986):
An excellent manager operates on the assumption that even the most 
gifted people need all the help [Training] they can get if they are to 
reach their maximum capability. A lot of brilliance and talent go to 
waste in the business world every day because people don't know how 
to apply their gifts to what they are assigned to do. (p. 73)
Above all, training occurs to meet organizations' needs. Since biblical 
times, training has served two purposes: instruct new employees into the 
requirements of task specifications, and reinstruct employees to adapt to the 
impositions of new technology, i. e., the impositions of an ever changing 
business environment (Sims, 1990).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Organizations still train their workers to meet the traditional needs, 
but today, companies train their workforce especially to increase productivity, 
reduce overhead costs (Vaught et al., 1985; Sims, 1990), and obtain a better 
position in the market (Schnaars, 1991; Peters and Austin, 1985).
Furthermore, present-day organizations train to motivate their workforce 
(Goll, 1994), and to comply with government regulations and minority 
requirements (Vaught et al., 1985).
To increase productivity, organizations train workers to reduce 
deficiencies in skills, and to lessen the need to correct mistakes. An employee 
who does not know how to perform the tasks assigned will more than likely 
make mistakes, and these mistakes represent a cost to the organization: first 
there is the cost of rectifying the mistake, second the loss to the company's 
image or reputation and negative word of mouth, and third, the cost of legal 
claims if somebody has suffered injury or damage because of the mistake.
To increase productivity, companies also invest in training their 
employees to be more flexible and adaptable to new technological advances, 
and to be able to solve problems.
Companies also train their employees in order to reduce overhead 
costs. In tight labor markets, times of economic decline, and also to comply 
with federal regulations, organizations may be forced to select or promote 
employees that will not possess all the abilities required to perform the task 
(Sims, 1990; Goll, 1994). Then, training is necessary to match the job 
requirements with the employees' skills and abilities.
Training helps companies achieve better positions in the market. By 
acting on the individual and the task at the same time, companies develop 
individuals that are capable of generating new products, or new ideas as to 
improve already existing products (Sibthorpe, 1991). New products have the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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potential to create a competitive advantage for the organization. New ideas 
may contribute to improving the quality of an existing product, and 
improved quality may be a market strategy to generate business and a 
competitive advantage (Peters and Austin, 1985; Schnaars, 1991).
But training is not only beneficial to the organization, individuals 
benefit from it too. Training is a strong motivator (Sims, 1990; Sibthorpe,
1991; Goll, 1994). First, when employees are selected for a training program, 
they are pleased to be given the attention, express more satisfaction about 
their jobs and perform to a higher standard.
Sibthorpe (1991) considers the higher performance outcome as a way of 
realizing the Hawthorne effect. The Hawthorne effect, which was first noted 
by Elton Mayo in his studies conducted in the Western Electric Plant in 
Hawthorne, Illinois in the late 1920s, occurs when employees feel they have 
been selected for special attention and as a consequence, work at higher 
productivity levels.
It is also considered that selecting employees for training shows an 
organization's commitment to promoting and developing employees' 
capabilities (Walton and Lorentzen, 1986; Sims 1990; Sibthorpe, 1991). In turn, 
training will increase employees' level of commitment to the organization, 
and employees' perceptions that such organization is a good place to work for. 
Training is, therefore, always beneficial to organizations.
Training Methods 
Once an organization's development needs have been studied and 
established it becomes necessary to choose the method that will best fulfill 
those needs (Vaught, et al., 1985). Training programs should be established 
in response to the organization's needs. These, should in turn be the result of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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an analysis of what is happening in the organization and what the 
organizational values and goals are (Goll, 1994).
In fulfilling those needs, the organization must take into consideration 
the characteristics of the different methods and their applicability in 
accomplishing a wide spectrum of training objectives. Some methods are 
geared towards the tasks to be learned, others are designed to take into 
account individual differences in the learning process (Forrest, 1983).
Among the different programs, a major distinction occurs between on- 
the-job training and off-the-job training.
On-the-Tob Training
On-the-job training is probably the most common method of employee 
development (Forrest, 1983; Vaught, et al., 1985; Sims 1990). Sims (1990) states 
that (p. 118): "The Bureau of National Affairs [1975] reports that 90% or more 
of all training is performed on the job."
On-the-job training consists of the guidance and instruction of the job 
tasks by a member of management or a co-worker, and it takes place at the 
work station. The success of this method depends on the trainer's knowledge 
and ability to instruct.
The selection of on-the-job training as the most popular method of 
training is based on its practicality and low cost. Some advantages of using 
on-the-job training are: (1) it does not require any special space or equipment, 
(2) trainer time and salary are minimal, (3) the employee is doing the actual 
work, not hypothetical tasks, and (4) it may build cooperative relationships 
between the employee and the trainer(Forrest, 1983; Sims 1990) .
Disadvantages that have been considered are: training on the job (1) 
may result in highly inconsistent service if there is not a script of the training
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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objectives and steps to follow, (2) the trainer may not have the ability to 
instruct—although s/he may perform well, and (3) the trainer may not be 
motivated to accept the responsibility for training (Sims 1990).
The lack of a written set of objectives causes trainers and trainees to 
improvise their actions creating the potential for service discrepancies. Also, 
the new employee might not be instructed by a manager or supervisor that is 
able to communicate the company's policies and expectations, but rather by 
the nearest co-worker, who might be experienced but told to train without 
being given any specific guidelines (Williams, 1974; Forrest, 1983). Conrade, 
Woods and Ninemeier (1994; see section below) reported that 38% of the new 
employees were trained by either a supervisor or a manager, 35% were 
trained by another employee, and 27% by a group of employees.
Nevertheless, Forrest (1983) argues that training on the job works 
when it is scripted and controlled, and recommends its use in hospitality 
industry operations:
The best training often occurs on the job in a one-on-one setting right 
at the work station. The one-on-one approach to training is especially 
useful for training new employees in existing operations, (p. 101)
(....) Job related training should occur on the job whenever possible, (p. 
126)
Off-the-Tob Training
Off-the-job training is the collective term given to any form of training 
that takes place away from the work station. Among off-the-job training 
programs two broad groups exist: (1) in-the premises programs that are 
organized by the employee's company and conducted in a company's training 
facility, and (2) out-of-premises programs that are organized by formal
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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institutions, professional organizations or independent training firms 
(Forrest, 1983; Vaught et al., 1985; Sims, 1990).
Off-the-job training has several advantages: (1) it may be more cost- 
effident because it can be conducted in groups rather than individuals, (2) 
trainers are usually full-time training personnel and thus, more likely to be 
more competent instructors, and (3) it may enable small companies to 
conduct training without incurring expenses in training fadlities and training 
staff (Forrest, 1983; Vaught et al., 1985; Sims 1990).
A main disadvantage of off-the-job training is that learning is less 
readily transferred to the work place (Sims, 1990).
A selection of methods that are regularly used in off-the-job training 
indudes: (1) formal instructional lectures, (2) analysis of case studies, (3) 
group discussions, (4) computer-aided simulation games, (5) the use of visual 
aids such as films and video tapes, and (6) role playing.
In a study that Newstrom (as dted by Vaught et al., 1985) conducted in 
1979 among a sample of training directors to evaluate the effectiveness of 
training methods, it was found that different methods are better than others 
in fulffUing the training needs of an organization. Newstrom found that:
1. The best method to enhance knowledge acquisition was by using 
group discussions.
2. The best way to enhance problem-solving skills was by analyzing 
case studies.
3. The best method to improve interpersonal skills was by role playing.
4. The best way to increase knowledge retention was by using 
programmed lecturing.
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The following section looks at the applicability and effectiveness of 
training in the hotel industry in light of a study conducted by Conrade,
Woods and Ninemeier (1994) among United States hotels.
The Study of Conrade. Woods and Ninemeier
Special attention has been given to the study by Conrade, Woods, and 
Ninemeier, used extensively as the basis for the present exploratory study.
Training in the U. S. Lodging Industry: Perception and Reality (1994), by 
Conrade et al., reported that the most preferred method to train employees 
was on-the-job training since it was chosen 68% of the times by managers 
among United States lodging companies. They also found that only 27% of 
the training expenditures were spent on off-the job methodology such as 
lectures, seminars, videos, role playing, case studying, and simulations.
Over the last ten years, American companies have increased training 
expenditures overall, although they only spent about one percent of payroll 
in training while the American Society of Training and Development 
suggests that companies spend four percent of their payroll on training 
employees. When comparing across industries, the report by Conrade et al., 
(1994) stated that service employees are among the least trained American 
workers.
The study addressed directly both the issue of perceptions about 
training and types of training preferred by the United States lodging industry 
that the present study attempted to parallel in Spain. Although the focuses of 
the two studies are different, the findings by Conrade et al., were taken into 
consideration.
Using two sets of surveys, Conrade et al., examined first, how corporate 
executives and different levels of property managers perceived the value of
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training, and second, how these perceptions correlated to their companies 
expenditures in training.
As stated, the first survey asked respondents to order a list of factors 
that are influenced by training. The list of factors was constructed from their 
examination of literature available and read:
It is generally accepted that training does the following:
Improves employees' productivity;
Improves employees' work quality;
Improves employees' customers' overall perception of an 
organization;
Increases properties' profit levels;
Increases employees' on-the-job skills;
Increases employees' level of self-awareness 
Increases employees' job satisfaction;
Attracts new employees;
Improves employees' attitudes;
Reduces labor turnover;
Reduces costs; and 
Promotes teamwork 
(p.l7)
The results of the first part of the study by Conrade et al. (1994) 
indicated that both at the corporate and property level, respondents saw a 
high correlation between training and improvement of employee knowledge, 
increase of on-the-job skills, consistent service delivery and increased profits.
Responses from both groups were not as highly correlated for training 
and reduced turnover, empowerment, reduced operating costs and 
management attitude.
The overall results showed that corporate and property level managers 
agreed that training was important for a list of factors that included, in the 
first four places, the benefits of producing a consistent service delivery, 
employee knowledge, repeat business and management knowledge.
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The second part of the study compared the previous results to training 
expenditures incurred by the same companies. Some of the conclusions of 
their literature review—namely that American companies only spend about 
one percent of payroll in training—supported the results of the second part of 
their study. Fifteen percent of the companies spent less than 0.5% of their 
payroll costs in training, 62% spent between 0.5 and 1%, and 23% spent 
between 1 and 1.5% of payroll costs in training. None of the companies 
surveyed spent more than 1.5% of their payroll costs in training.
Overall then, seventy-seven percent of the above firms spent between 
0-1%. That result is below the American average of 1%, and strikingly below 
the recommendations of the American Society of Training and Development. 
In one of their conclusions, Conrade et al., (1994) stated:
The relatively low level of training expenditures by lodging companies 
is troublesome because of the important role that service plays in the 
hospitality industry. In lodging, as in most service industries, a 
customer's entire impression of an organization is often based solely 
on contact with line-level employees. Failure on the part of lodging 
organizations to develop the skills, knowledge, and l^ a v io rs  of these 
employees can have a dramatic impact on the viability of the entire 
organization, (p. 20)
The following section will look at the relationship between firms' 
advancement, customer service, and the effect of training of customer contact 
employees in increasing service quality and profits.
Training and Customer Service 
Practitioners of marketing strategy have long experimented with 
different ways for businesses to gain competitive advantage. Organizations 
can advantageously position themselves in the market by acquiring a 
reputation, by lowering prices, by the special features of their product, by the
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distribution channels they use, or by investing in technical superiority, but 
also, by becoming customer-driven organizations that emphasize quality as 
the outcome of their service delivery system (Schnaars, 1991; Bowen and 
Basch, 1994).
Bowen and Basch (1994) argue that creating organizations that are 
customer-contact driven is no longer an option, but a necessity. In the 
hospitality industry, similar physical structures and amenities make it "hard 
for consumers to differentiate between competing hotels" (Bowen and Basch, 
1994, p. 19). As a consequence, the only way for firms to differentiate 
themselves might be to use customer service as a strategic tool, as a source of 
product differentiation that will allow the organization to gain competitive 
advantage (Bowen and Basch, 1994).
Quality, as a measure of the success of service encounters, is 
determined by many human variables, including the motives, goals, 
attitudes, perceptions and social competence of both the service provider and 
the customer involved in the exchange (Albrecht and Zemke, 1985;
Thompson, 1989; and Chase and Bowen, 1990). As organizations try to 
differentiate themselves from their competition, implementing good service 
quality has become more, and more important.
Training customer contact employees in customer service techniques is 
important because of the impact that employee attitudes make on customer 
perceptions of service quality, which in turn make an impact on customer 
repeat purchase behavior and ultimate satisfaction with a service (Albrecht 
and Zemke, 1985; Lockwood and Jones, 1989; Thompson, 1989; Chase and 
Bowen, 1990; and Pye, 1994).
Albrecht and Zemke (1985) state (p. 98): "If service people are 
unfriendly, unhelpful, uncooperative, or uninterested in the customer's
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needs, the customer tends to project the same attitude onto the organization 
as a whole," and Chase and Bowen (1990) indicate that positive employee 
attitude may result in positive customer attitude.
At the same time, customer contact employees in the hospitality 
industry are frequently expected to be highly adaptable to the many different 
customers and situations they face, although they are also frequently the 
lowest paid, the most unskilled and inexperienced, and with the highest 
turnover (Lockwood and Jones, 1989; Thompson, 1989; and Pye, 1994).
In training their employees, many hospitality firms overlook the 
importance of customer contact employees and their impact on customers' 
perceptions about service and quality, even though they recognize the effect 
of training in providing consistent service, repeat business and increased 
profits (Conrade, et al., 1994).
The first block of related literature has looked at the concepts of 
training and development. It has discussed the advantages and disadvantages 
of the two most distinct methodologies for employee training, namely on- 
the-job and off-the-job training, and it has explored perceptions of training 
effectiveness in the hotel industry in light of the study conducted by Conrade 
et al., (1994) among hotels in the United States .
Finally, this block has concluded with a discussion on the relationship 
between firms' success, commitment to customer service, and the effect of 
training of customer contact employees in increasing quality of service and 
profits. The second block of this literature review will look at the importance 
of tourism industry in Spain, with its effect on the country's economy, and at 
the relationship between tourism and hospitality education in Spain.
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Hospitality Industry and Education in Spain 
Importance of Hotel Industry
Historical Perspective
Tourism in Spain began during the late 19th century when wealthy 
Nordic Europeans would travel to the Balearic Islands in the Mediterranean 
or the Canary Islands off the northwest coast of Africa in the Atlantic ocean to 
enjoy milder winters (Bimbaum, 1995).
The Spanish Civil War (1936-1939), followed by World War H, curtailed 
tourism to Spain until the 1950's. After the Spanish Civil war, foreign 
governments were reluctant to officially recognize Spain, and tourists were 
unwilling to travel to Spain due to the totalitarian regime of Franco. When 
the United States signed the Pact of Madrid in September of 1953, a stamp of 
approval was given to Spain and Franco's regime.
Further international recognition came in the second half of the 1950s. 
When Spain was allowed to enter the United Nations (1955), become a 
member of the International Monetary Fund and World Bank (1958), and was 
accepted as a full member in the OECD (Organization for the Economic 
Cooperation and Development) in 1959, the path for tourist travel to Spain 
was eased (Kem, 1990).
Real economic growth accelerated in the 1%0's, largely due to tourism 
and the Spanish government's stabilization plan of 1959. The first five years 
of the plan saw 36 million tourists spend $3.5 billion in Spain (Wright, 1977; 
Harrison, 1978).
In 1962, Franco appointed a distinguished university professor, Manuel 
Fraga, as Minister of Information and Tourism. Fraga was dedicated to
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modernizing the tourist industry in Spain. Under his direction as a minister 
of tourism, the first regulations for construction and development of hotels 
were issued, and the first Official Schools of Tourism opened (see sections 
below). Also, nine properties were added to the government's unique chain 
of forty "paradores " (refer to chapter 1 for a definition of "parador"). By 1973, 
the number of tourists visiting Spain equaled the Spanish population of 
approximately 34 million.
The 1995 tourist season expected to experience favorable growth in 
domestic as well as international tourism with a new emerging market for 
travel to Spain developing in eastern Europe. In 1995, the country expected to 
receive 63 million visitors (an increase of 3% from 1994) that would 
contribute 26.73 billion US dollars to the Spanish economy ("El turismo, de 
buen afto", 1995) (refer to chapter 1 for a definition of the Spanish currency 
and exchange rates per US dollar).
The tourist mix was composed mostly by Europeans with Portugal 
(22.2%), France (20.1%), Germany (17.1%) and Great Britain (14.4%) 
accounting for 73.8% of the total visitors to Spain ("El sector ...", 1994).
Characteristics
An important attribute of tourism in Spain is that it is extremely 
seasonal with the third quarter of the calendar year receiving the largest 
number of visitors (see Table 1) ("El turismo de buen afto, 1995).
Table 1
Visitors According to Arrival Periods of 1993
January to March April to June July to September October to December
14.7%__________ 23.3%__________42.7%______________19.3%_______
Note: From "El Turismo, de Buen Afto" in El Pais. July 16,1995, p. 3.
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The Spanish Secretariat of Tourism and some hotel organizations are 
trying to lengthen the tourism season by offering alternative forms of 
tourism to the traditional sun and beach option, by participating in 
government subsidized travel programs for the elderly, or by offering special 
packages for off-season travel.
Seasonality of tourism has serious consequences for the selection of 
personnel in the tourism industry, especially in the coastal areas, and it is 
directly related to the issues of education and training discussed in the 
following section.
In relation to the hotel sector, the periodical Hotels ("Hotels 200...", 
1995) ranked nine hotel chains that are headquartered in Spain among the 200 
largest corporate chains in the world according to the number of rooms (Table 
2).
Table 2
Ranking of Spanish Hotel Chains in 1994 and 1996
1994 Name and Headquarters Rooms 94 Hotels 94 Hotels 96
17 Grupo Sol/Meliâ, Mallorca 46,500 175 189
42 Husa Hotels Group, Barcelona 12,500 84 87
46 Riu Hotels, Mallorca 11,035 48 54
49 Ocddental Hoteles, Madrid 10,674 49 56
55 Barcelô Hotels, Ibiza 9,424 36 39
64 Fiesta Hotels, Ibiza 7,600 26 18
79 NH Hotels S.A., Barcelona 6,080 61 65
90 Tryp Hoteles, Madrid 5,370 37 53
92 Paradores Nadonales, Madrid 5,000 83 84
102 Hesperia Hotels, Barcelona 4,384 30 22
164 Royaltur Espafta, S.A., Mallorca 2,268 10 N /A
Note: From "Hotels 200 Corporate Chains", in Hotels. July 1995, pp. 38-54 
and F. Bardela "La indus tria hotelera atraviesa una fase de fuertes 
turbulendas", in El Pais. March 31,1996, p. 8.
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The Spanish periodical El Pais ranked Spain third in terms of 
worldwide hotel capacity behind the United States and Italy (Table 3) followed 
by Germany, France, and the United Kingdom.
Table 3
Worldwide Leaders in Hotel Capacity 
Ranking____________Country___________ Percentage of World Capacity
1 United States 25.5%
2 Italy 7.8%
3 Spain 5.3%
4 Germany 5.1%
5 France 5.0%
6 United Kingdom 4.7%
7 Mexico 3.2%
8 Austria 3.0%
9 Canada 2.6%
10 Greece 2.1%
Rest of the world 35.7%
Note: Adapted from "El Turismo de Buen Afto" in El Pals. July 1995, p. 4
It was estimated that the tourism industry in Spain directly employed 
approximately 820,00 persons (about 11% of the labor force) in 1994 (Editur, 
1994), of which about 150,000 were employed in the hotel sector (Table 4). 
Additionally, 576,000 persons held jobs in services indirectly related to 
tourism ("El Sector T u r i s t i c o .1994).
Table 4
Employment in the Hotel Sector by Category
Category Number of Employees Percentage
Five Stars 9,966 6.7%
Four Stars 36,315 24.6%
Three Stars 51,847 35.1%
Two Stars 20,035 13.6%
One Star 10,276 6.9%
Hostel 19,233 13.1%
Total 147,672 100%
Note: Adapted from "El sector turistico espaftol afronta un ejerddo 
histôrico", in El Pais. July 31,1994, p. 5
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As Table 4 above shows, the Spanish hotel industry classifies its 
establishments according to a star ranking system. This classificatory system 
organizes hotels, aparthotels, hostels, motels, resorts and camping grounds in 
categories and it can be traced back to the important development in tourism 
that occurred in Spain during the sixties and seventies (Ministerio de la 
Presidenda, 1983).
The first set of regulatory norms for the dassification of lodging 
operations was established by the "Orden ministerial" [ministerial order] of 
June 1967, substituted a year later by the ministerial order of June 1968. The 
latter referred mainly to physical characteristics of the establishments, 
without taking into enough consideration other service aspects (Ministerio de 
la Presidenda, 1983).
The "Orden" of June 1968, was substituted by the Royal Decree of 
October 1982, named "the Royal Decreee Regulatory of Hotel Establishments." 
It introduced two criteria for the dassification of hotel establishments: the 
first one established construction and equipment requirements, and the 
second one service requirements. The intent of the Royal Decree of October 
1982 was not fully realized. It was exhaustive in detailing the conditions for 
constructing hotels, but it nearly omitted the criteria for the evaluation of 
services, therefore, it was substituted in December of the same year by another 
decree that repaired the omission (Ministerio de la Presidenda, 1983).
Finally, in June 1983, the Spanish Offidal Gazette, called BOB (Boletin 
Ofidal del Estado), published the Royal Decree of June 15,1983 that is still 
regulating the dassification of lodging establishments in categories identified 
by stars. The scope of the decree was wide and intended not only to indude 
any establishment, or firm that (1) "had the intention to obtain money in
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exchange for lodging" (p. 17008), but also (2) to set norms that would provide 
homogeneity to the sector.
The Royal Decree of June, 1983 has been only substituted a posteriori by 
other decrees issued by the regional autonomous governments that have 
power in the matter of tourism, like the decree of October 6,1987 
(Departament de la Presidència, 1988), which assumes the norms established 
by the Royal Decree of June, 1983, and determines further conditions that all 
establishments in the region of Catalonia must meet.
The Royal Decree of June 15,1983 established norms that regulate 
minimum quality standards for installations and services in all categories. In 
the section pertinent to hotels, the decree established that hotels and 
aparthotels would be classified by star categories (one star minimum, five 
maximum).
Among the nationally accepted criteria that differentiate between 
categories, five and four star hotels must have, for example, air conditioning 
and heating systems while three, two, and one star hotels are only required to 
have heating systems. Other examples of such specifications include the 
following (Table 5):
Table 5
Specifications for Hotel Categories
Category Services Available in Rooms
Size* Telephone TV & Fridge Suite Room Service
Five Stars 172.23 sq. ft. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Four Stars 161.46 sq. ft. Yes No No Yes
Three Stars 150.69 sq. ft. Yes No No No
Two Stars 139.93 sq. ft. No No No No
One Star 118.41 sq. ft. No No No No
Note: ''Size for a double room with one queen or double size bed.
Original measures are in m^, 1 sq. ft. is equivalent to 0.0929 m2
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Hospitality Education: History and Peculiarities 
At the beginning of tourism, visitors demanded a very simple and 
inexpensive product; sun and beach. With the evolution and explosion of 
tourist services and markets, the need for specialized and qualified 
professionals has increased. Diversified markets also required specialists both 
in subjects and in levels of knowledge.
After its mission to Spain in 1961, the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development's report stated: "While there is no general 
shortage of manpower, well-trained hotel employees speaking foreign 
languages are relatively scarce. Staff training deserves the full attention of the 
industry and the government." ( "The economic development...", p. 378).
In 1961, only very few hotel schools existed and were operated by trade 
unions in Madrid, Barcelona and Sevilla.
In the economic and social development program for Spain 1964 -1967 
prepared by the government, the following reference was made regarding 
training for the tourism industry:
The accelerated development in tourism has produced a scarcity of 
qualified personnel in all industries of the fidd. This lack of qualified 
personnel is clearly influencing the quality of services offered and the 
private profits from the business. Hence, an important objective is to 
improve professional training and to adequately prepare the unskilled 
labor force that will enter the fidd in the coming years, (p. 236)
Thirty years later, Spain is still in its infancy concerning the 
development of hospitality and tourism education. The privileged position 
that Spain has occupied as a holiday destination for more than twenty years 
(third place in the international market in terms of number of tourists and 
revenue generated), and the significance that the industry has in the 
economic health of the country (it contributed to over 8% to the Gross
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Domestic Product in 1994 and it employed 11% of the labor force) (Editur, 
1994), have not changed the fact that education in the fields of tourism and 
hospitality in Spain suffers fi’om structurally rigid, obsolete and 
underdeveloped programs.
For more than thirty years, there has been only one officially 
recognized degree in tourism that accounted for the integral formation of 
future professionals in all tourism activities (food and beverage, hospitality, 
recreation, travel agency and tourist information management).
In Spain, the first diploma in tourism was offered in 1963 after the 
establishment of the Official School of Tourism in Madrid. Also, the term 
"Legally Recognized Center" was coined and referred to those establishments 
that had been offering courses in tourism since 1957. At present, there are 
four Official Schools of Tourism in Catalonia, Madrid, the Balearic Islands, 
and the Canary Islands, and some sixty private centers that instruct some 
20,000 tourism students (Fayos-Solà, et al., 1991) yearly.
The General Law of Education (Ministerio de Educadôn, 1970) planted 
the seeds for modem higher education in Spain but did not include tourism 
education at a university level. Studies in tourism were only available 
through the official schools or the legally recognized centers. Moreover, these 
studies depended on the Ministry of Commerce and Tourism not on the 
Ministry of Education. The degree was seen more as a profession than a 
career.
It was not until 1980 that the diploma "Técnico en Empresas y 
Actividades Turisticas" (TEAT) (Technician in Tourism Enterprises and 
Activities], awarded by the Official School of Tourism, was finally regulated 
by a legal resolution that equated the title to a three-year technical diploma 
comparable to a three-year technical university degree. At present, the
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diploma is awarded jointly by the Ministry of Commerce and Tourism and 
the Ministry of Education.
The Technician in Tourism Enterprises and Activities (TEAT) is the 
professional who can project, organize, and manage all types of tourism 
companies and activities, both public and private, such as travel agencies, 
tour operators, hotels, and information centers. Also, the TEAT professional 
is able to plan conventions and meetings and manage restaurants, bars, 
casinos, and other tourist related businesses. In general, TEATs are able to 
develop functions ranging from commercial and administrative to 
informative and managerial.
In partial recognition for the void left by such a generalist diploma 
(TEAT), in December 1993, a royal decree established two more titles relevant 
to the field of education in hospitality and tourism activities. Dolors Balagué, 
who is the Vice Delegate of Secondary Education in Catalonia for the city of 
Barcelona, stated in a personal communication (July 20, 1995) that these new 
titles will be awarded by professional schools and will allow pre-university 
students between 16 and 18 years of age to specialize as Técnico en Comerdo e 
Informadôn Turisticas [Technidan in Tourist Information and Commerce] 
and also as Técnico en Agendas de Viajes [Technidan in Travel Agendes].
In 1983, the Organic Law of University Reform (Ministerio de 
Educadôn, 1983) allowed universities to exerdse their own autonomy to offer 
studies leading towards "other" diplomas ("other" meaning other than the 
traditional and nationally established). Since then, several universities (nine 
or ten at the moment) and private schools have been offering programs in 
different areas of tourism trying to fill the blanks left at the level of higher 
education, but nonetheless required by the needs of the industry (Fayos-Solâ 
et al., 1991).
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These courses vary largely in length and content, and although they are 
offered by universities or highly qualified private centers as master degrees, 
the Ministry of Education does not recognize them because the educational 
system in Spain does not considerate a master level.
The situation has created a void where there is not a national 
consensus on how such courses should be structured. Post-graduate/master 
courses can be so diverse in nature that there are no standards on which the 
industry can rely upon.
To quote Brent Ritchie (1991):
There is little doubt that tourism education and training has now 
arrived as a major force in societal, government, and educational 
circles. The number of new programs which are emerging, [as well as 
conferences such as this one], are very concrete evidence that one of the 
world's largest socio-economic sectors is demanding —and slowly 
getting— the kind of educational infi-astructure which it has lacked for 
many years, (p. 17)
On September 26, 1995, a decree that integrates tourism studies into the 
university system was approved by the Council of Rectors (D. Balagué, 
personal communication, October 31, 1995). The Council of Rectors is a 
nationwide council that groups all Spanish universities and has decision 
power on university degree programs and curricula.
This is an important step in recognizing the implications on both 
academic and industry research, and the formation and training of the 
Spanish labor force.
The Second block of literature review has looked at the importance of 
tourism industry in Spain. It has also attempted to establish a relationship
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between the importance of hospitality industry and the development of 
hospitality education in Spain.
Finally, since no studies were found that have specifically examined 
training, customer service and training for customer contact employees 
within the Spanish hotel industry, it was decided to use survey research 
methods so data on the research objective could be gathered. The last part of 
this review of related literature will look at the advantages and disadvantages 
of using mail surveys to conduct research. Particularly, the following block 
will discuss several findings relative to characteristics of international mail 
surveys, and surveys to industrial populations.
Mail Surveys
Characteristics of Mail Surveys
Numerous studies in research methods (Dillman, 1978; Hoinville, 
Jowell and Associates, 1978; Erdos, 1983; Alreck and Settle, 1985; Fowler, 1988) 
show that mail surveys are a valuable tool for gathering data.
As Hoinville, Jowell and Associates point out (1978):
The idea for a survey can arise in many different ways: a survey may be 
required to provide the solution to a problem of public policy, or to 
produce data needed for business management, or to update a 
continuing series of trend measurements, or to test hypotheses 
developed by social scientists, (p. 1)
Traditionally, mail surveys were seen as inadequate and inaccurate 
compared to face-to-face interviews (Dillman, 1978; Kanuk and Berenson, 
1975). Nevertheless, mail surveys have the capacity to reach widely dispersed 
populations, together with the advantage of providing some extent of control
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(Dillman, 1978), and reducing survey costs to one third—compared to 
interviews—(Hoinville et al., 1978).
Mail surveys have extremely varied response rates, ranging from 10% 
to 90% (Kalton, 1983). The variation depends on the efforts made with 
follow-ups, the subject of the survey, the type of respondents targeted 
(industry versus household population, for example), and the relevance of 
the survey to the potential respondent (Dillman, 1978; Alreck and Settle,
1985). Mail surveys addressed to industry populations are known to generate 
lower response rates than those addressed to household populations (Jobber, 
1985; Jobber, 1986; and Paxson, Dillman and Tamai, 1995)
The high risk of bias associated with high levels of non response 
carmot be ignored. Therefore, as commented by Dillman (1978), research has 
been driven by the effort to examine any subject that might have an influence 
in determining what causes low or no response.
Extensive research has explored the issue of low response rates in 
relation to topics as diverse as (1) effects of advance notification, (2) paper 
color and size, (3) denomination of stamps, (4) length of questionnaire, (5) 
questionnaire layout, (6) personalization of correspondence, (7) anonymity 
and confidentiality, (8) cover letter's composition, (9) use of incentives, and 
(10) use of follow-ups.
Dillman (1978) argues that although there is a large number of studies 
that have researched the effects of different techniques on response rate, they 
are inconclusive due to the way they have been conducted (focusing on only 
one or two techniques at a time). Dillman's proposal, the Total Design 
Method, (1978), is based on the assumption that not only one aspect of the 
study, but all the elements that contribute to a study's overall image are 
decisive in influencing the response rate.
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The Total Design Method is, then, a guide into how to design a 
questionnaire from its cover letter to the follow-up, detailing every single 
step of the process. The Total Method Design suggests how to start a 
questionnaire in order to attract the attention of the respondent, how to word 
the questions so they are not vague, biased or objectionable; it suggests 
questionnaire formats and printing procedures, as well as formats for the 
questions and answers. The Total Design Method includes also, suggestions 
on the content of the cover letter, stamping preferences, selection of the 
mailout date, and number and content of the follow-ups. Further discussion 
in chapter 3 details how the Total Design Method by Dillman (1978) has been 
considered the basis for the survey administration of this study.
International Mail Surveys
While research on survey strategies in the United States is extensive, 
the issue of international mail surveys, rate of response and incentive 
methods has been scarcely explored (Keown, 1985; Dawson and Dickinson, 
1988; Jobber and Saunders, 1988; Shaw and Ling, 1992; Mintu, Calantone and 
Gassenheimer, 1993; Angur and Nataraajan, 1995).
A common finding among these authors is that response rates in 
international mail surveys is distinctively low compared to rate of response 
in the United States, and differs from country to country.
Keown (1985) conducted a study among Hong Kong and Japanese 
samples to determine the effect of monetary incentives (one US dollar 
attached to the survey) in rate of response. For the samples receiving the 
dollar, Keown obtained a 50% response rate for the Japanese sample and a 0% 
response rate for the Hong Kong sample. For the samples that did not receive
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the monetary incentive, the results approximated a 25% response rate for the 
Japanese sample and a 13% response rate for the Hong Kong sample.
Dawson and Dickinson (1988) explored the effects of a non-monetary 
incentive on rate of response in a cross-national survey that was conducted 
among industrial populations in six countries including the United States, 
Canada, The United Kingdom, France, former West Germany and Japan. The 
results they found are presented in Table 6:
Table 6
Response Rates under Alternative Incentives
Country Percent Returned Under:
No Stamps Stamps
Alternative Incentives
United Kingdom 4.8% 8.6%
West Germany 6.7% 15.3%
No Incentive
United States 12.7% N /A
Canada 19.3% N /A
Incentive Only
Japan N /A 25.0%
France N /A 9.4%
Note: Adapted from "Conducting International Mail Surveys: The Effect of 
Incentives on Response Rates with an Industry Population," by S. Dawson 
and D. Dickinson, 1988, Tournai of International Business Studies. 19. p. 494. 
N /A  means that those countries only received one type of survey.
Dawson and Dickinson (1988) concluded that:
While response rates were relatively acceptable for an industry survey 
in both North American countries and Japan, members of industry 
from France and the United Kingdom respond poorly to mail surveys. 
Even with the inclusion of an incentive, response rates remained 
below 10% in the U. K. and France, (p. 494)
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Jobber and Saunders (1988), in their cross-national investigation of the 
effects of foreign and domestic mail survey sources on response rates of 
industrial population in the United States and Britain, found that response 
rates to surveys from a domestic source were higher both in the United States 
and Britain (9% and 13% versus 6% and 5%), although only the difference on 
the British sample (13% domestic source versus 5% foreign source) proved to 
be statistically significant.
Angur and Nataraajan (1995) studied the effect of incentives and 
surveys' origin on response rate in the case of India and the United States. It 
was found that "any attempt to sensitize respondents to a joint, domestic and 
foreign, affiliation in the context of research sponsorship" (p. 351) "may be a 
wasted effort as it does not seem to significantly improve international mail 
response rates." (p. 355). Additionally, it was found that surveys with 
incentives (dollar and gift) significantly increased response rate in 
comparison to a control group sample that did not receive any (15% and 25% 
respectively, compared to 7%).
Similarly, in an investigation conducted cross-nationally by Jobber, 
Mirza and Wee (1991), response rates increased with incentives of a gift 
(22.8% versus 9.1%) and the promise of a copy of the results (19.4% versus 
12.6%). By countries, the overall response rates in their study were: Japan, 
10.1%, Singapore, 14.8%, Malaysia 16.7%, Thailand 17.0%. and the United 
States, 23.6%.
As a summary, the review of literature related to international mail 
surveys shows that response rate is very low—not even reaching two digits— 
when they (1) are addressed to industrial populations, (2) have a foreign 
affiliation, and (3) do not include any type of incentive.
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In the cases where incentives were included, response rates were 
higher: between 15% and 25% in several instances (Dawson and Dickinson, 
1988; Jobber and Saunders, 1988; Shaw and Ling, 1992; Mintu et al., 1993; 
Jobber, Mirza and Wee, 1991; and Angur and Nataraajan, 1995) and, 
exceptionally, up to 50% (Keown, 1985).
Summary
The review of literature has commented on the four different issues 
that are related to the study. First, it has looked at what training is and how it 
is used in the hospitality industry. Second, it has defined the concept of 
customer contact employees and explored the relationship between such 
employees and quality of service. Third, it has described the importance of 
tourism industry in Spain and the implications that such a voluminous 
industry has in the formation of future hospitality industry professionals.
And fourth, it has discussed the peculiarities of conducting international mail 
surveys.
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CHAPTERS 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Introduction
The purpose of this exploratory study was, primarily, to identify the 
training methodology that five star hotels in Spain were providing for 
customer contact employees.
The study also attempted to identify:
1. A typology of training methods that could be related to 
characteristics of each property and levels of service quality. As 
mentioned in chapter 1:
a. This research was partly intended to investigate the possibility 
of explaining service quality as a function of the number of rooms, 
and the ratio total number of employees/number of customer 
contact employees, as compared to the frequently used 
employees / rooms ratio.
b. It was sought to research the possible relationship between 
types of properties and market segment(s) served on training 
methodology.
c. It was also intended to explore the possible relationship 
between differentiated types of ownership and the selection of 
specific training methodology.
37
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2. The study also attempted to identify attitudes towards training 
methods. To gain insight about the relationship between hotels' 
training methodologies and managerial beliefs about training, this 
study intended to quantify:
a. The relationship between different job dimensions such as 
knowledge, skills, and attitude, and specific training methodology 
used.
b. Levels of customer service and customer satisfaction, as 
perceived by the respondent of the questionnaire, in relation to 
the specific training methodology used.
To obtain the information that would achieve the objectives above, 
and to lessen the risk of a low response rate, a decision was made to design a 
survey methodology and a questionnaire that essentially followed Dillman's 
Total Design Method (1978), and that are presented in the following sections.
Survey Methodology
Selection of Respondents 
The potential respondents for this study were selected from the guide 
Gma de Hoteles. 1995 (Secretaria General de Turismo, 1995). The guide is a 
comprehensive list of all lodging establishments officially recognized in 
Spain in 1995. Properties are listed by province, and within a province, by 
service category.
In Spain, tourism regulations are exclusively formulated by the 
different "comunidades autônomas" [autonomous communities, or regional 
governments]. Therefore, although the system that categorizes the different
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establishments may vary a little bit among regional governments (Secretaria 
General de Turismo, 1995), categories on the list correspond to those officially 
established by the Royal Decree of June 17,1983 (Ministerio de la Presidenda, 
1983), and recognized by the "Secretaria General de Turismo" [Spanish 
General Secretariat of Tourism].
As discussed in chapter 2, categories are established by physical as well 
as service elements.
In the hotel guide the General Secretary Office of Tourism reunited all 
establishments that the autonomous communities had previously inspected 
and categorized. Therefore, the guide was considered to be an adequate listing 
source.
The criterion used to select the hotels for this study was that they had 
to be rated as five-star properties according to that publication. Accordingly, 
sixty-two hotels were selected. Hotels were called as many as six times until 
contact was made. No further efforts to establish a connection were made 
when after calling six times at different times of the day, nobody answered. 
(Refer to Appendix I for a translation of the telephone conversation guide.)
At the end of January 1996, the sixty-two hotels were contacted for 
several purposes:
- To confirm the hotel's classification. It turned out that the guide had 
one mistake, and listed as a five-star a property that had only two. It 
was also found that a hotel, which had been a five-star, had reduced its 
category to four stars.
- To confirm the hotel's address. All the addresses were checked and 
three were corrected.
- To obtain the name and the position of the prospective respondent. 
When conducting the phone calls, it was found in two instances that
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some hotels belonging to a national company preferred to address the 
call—and the survey—to the corporate human resources specialist
- To inform the prospective respondent about the nature of the survey, 
the importance of the study, and the affiliation of the author (as 
suggested by Dillman's Total Design Method).
- Finally, to obtain some feedback about the possible acceptance of the 
survey among the respondents, the adequacy of the timing (as 
suggested by Dillman's Total Design Method), and the posterior 
response rate. Four prospective respondents mentioned it was 
unlikely they would answer due to lack of time, work load, or privacy 
of information.
Additionally, the results of the conversations brought up the fact that 
February was low tourist season in Spain, that some hotels might be 
either closed (two hotels never answered after six calls at different 
times of the day), or undergoing property improvements (four hotels), 
and that some of the prospective respondents were on holidays (two of 
them.)
After deducting the discrepancies in the guide, the wrong 
categorization and the centralization of human resources specialists at two of 
the national companies corporate offices, the list of respondents was reduced 
from sixty-two hotels to fifty-seven properties that identified the population 
of five-star hotels in Spain.
Instrument Design 
The original cover letter, questionnaire and follow up letter were 
developed in English, but as mentioned in chapter 1, it was expected that only
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a small number of respondents would be proficient in the English language, 
therefore, in order to ensure total comprehension of questions and industry 
terminology, only a Spanish translation of the instrument was provided to 
respondents. The questionnaire, which had been developed in English, was 
translated into Spanish using a two-step reverse translation method (i.e., 
translated from English to Spanish and then back into English) (original and 
English samples for the cover letter, the questionnaire, and the follow-up 
letter can be examined in Appendixes H, HI, and IV.)
The Cover Letter
The cover letter, as proposed by Dillman (1978) was individually 
addressed to the respondent, explained the nature of the survey, clarified 
sponsorship, and encouraged participation in the survey by highlighting the 
importance of the study and reassuring anonymity and confidentiality.
The Questionnaire
Dillman stated (1978):
The respondent's first exposure to the look and feel of the 
questionnaire provides the first of several critical tests that the 
questionnaire must pass (... ) To encourage further examination the 
questionnaire must be designed to provide immediate and positive 
answers to concerns over its importance, difficulty, and length. " (p. 120)
Following Dillman's (1978) guides for questionnaire design, the 
questionnaire was printed as a booklet that displayed a political map of Spain 
on its front cover to visually reinforce the nation-wide scope of the survey.
The booklet was the size of half an A4 page (refer to chapter 1 for a definition 
of the term) and used two sheets of paper to form a booklet that provided
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eight pages; two of those were used as front and back covers and the other six 
were used for questions. (Further discussion on the selection of the size of 
the page follows in section Adjustments to Questionnaire below.)
The review of related literature indicated that this was the first kind of 
study that specifically focused on customer contact employees, and the first 
one that tried to correlate perceptions about training programs to 
demographic characteristics of the hotels. To reflect the objectives of the 
study on the questionnaire, questions were grouped into the two main 
distinctive areas that the survey covered: (1) hotel characteristics, and (2) 
training methodology and perceptions on training issues.
Hotel characteristics.
Questions 1 through 8 included number of rooms, number of suites, 
number of employees, number of customer contact employees, type of hotel, 
number of tourists, market segment(s) served and type of ownership.
- Question One:
1. Indicate the number of rooms:
Question one was included in the survey for several reasons. First, it 
would be an easy question to answer; it would be, therefore, the kind of 
question that according to Dillman (1978) (1) all respondents would answer in 
just a few seconds, (2) would convey a sense of neutrality, and (3) would be 
applicable to every respondent.
Second, the question was included so several ratios (discussed below) 
could be calculated; third, so the sample of respondents could be grouped 
according to size and fourth, in order to make comparisons between hotel 
groups by size and the focus, use, and perceptions of training methods.
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- Question Two:
2. Indicate the number of suites out of the total number of rooms:
The number of suites was asked to measure hotels against regulations 
established in the Boletin Ofidal del Estado (Ministerio de la Presidenda,
1983) and Diari Ofidal de la Generalitat de Catalunya (Departament de la 
Presidènda, 1988) in relation to the requirements for five star properties. As 
both decrees regulate, all five star hotels must have suites. Further, 
dispositions of the Catalan government's Offidal Gazette (Departament de la 
Presidènda, 1988) also specify that at least 5 percent of the rooms in a five-star 
hotel must be suites.
- Question Three:
3. Indicate the number of full time employees that your hotel employs:
As with question number one, question number three was induded to 
calculate ratios. Particularly, the ratio resulting from comparing question 
three to one, namely number of employees to number of rooms, is 
commonly and frequently used as a rough measurement of service quality in 
the hotel industry (it will be referred to as SERVRA—SERVice RAtio—in this 
discussion). It was considered that this ratio could be compared to a possible 
new indicator of service quality developed after the number of customer 
contact employees (discussed below).
- Question Four:
4. How many full-time customer contact employees do you employ?
NOTE: For the purpose of this study customer contact employees are
those who work in front desk, bar/cafeteria, and room service but do
not occupy managerial positions.
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Question number four was the basis for this research. For the purposes 
of this study it was considered necessary to use a new measure of service 
quality in a hotel that would exclusively refer to customer contact employees.
For an industry that relies on customer contact personnel for 
customers' perceptions of service quality and satisfaction (as it has been 
discussed in chapter 2), it was logical to consider how many of the total 
number of employees occupied customer contact positions. A new ratio, 
number of customer contact employees to total number of employees was 
produced to be tested as an indicator of service quality. In a slight variation 
from the commonly used SERVRA (see "Question One " above) to show 
service quality, the newly constructed ratio would be used as an independent 
variable to explain service quality as a function of number of rooms, total 
number of employees and number of customer contact employees.
Further, the ratio, called RAFTCCE—RAtio Full Time Customer 
Contact Employee—in this study, would be also used to group participating 
hotels and to investigate similarities and differences among the groups in 
relation to training methods used, education requirements for the customer 
contact positions, focus of training programs and perceptions of training 
effectiveness, as well as perceptions of customer service and customer 
satisfaction (all the latter being measured separately in part two of the 
questionnaire.)
It was intended that the number of customer contact employees would 
be a factor in the determination of measurements that would support the 
objectives of this study.
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- Question Five:
5. Indicate below the area of specialization of your hotel (circle only
one)
1. HOTEL GRAND LUXE
2. BUSINESS AND CONVENTIONS
3. RESORT
4. CLUB
5. OTHER:
Question number five was intended to help characterize the type of 
hotel and the segment of the market served through the hotel's own 
classification. A typology of hotels obtained fi’om gathering information from 
question five—and the following questions six, seven and eight—could also 
provide information if groups could be established and the groups' 
characteristics compared to training methods used, education requirements 
for the customer contact positions, focus of training programs and perceptions 
of training effectiveness, as well as perceptions of customer service and 
customer satisfaction.
- Question Six:
6. Indicate the number of tourists that your town receives each year:
The question on number of tourists received was asked to obtain 
another piece of data that could help determine a market(s) segment served 
together with the hotels' own determination of type and customer mix. Due 
to the seasonality of tourism in Spain, coastal areas multiply the number of 
inhabitants during the summer months. An estimation of tourists received, 
would provide useful information towards the determination of market 
served when compared to official Spanish statistics on population in each 
town (available in the last Spanish census of inhabitants).
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- Question Seven:
7. Please indicate what market segments your hotel serves and what
percentage of the total business they represent:
IMPORTANT: 1) Choose as many categories as you need, and 2)
remember that the total must add up to 100%
1. International Tourist (tour operator)__________ _________ %
2. International Tourist (No tour operator) _________ %
3. Domestic Tourist (tour operator) _________ %
4. Domestic tourist (No tour operator) _________ %
5. International Business Traveler _________ %
6. Domestic Business Traveler _________ %
7. Other: (Please specify)
   %
IQIAL__________________ 2l
As with questions five, and six, question seven was intended to obtain
information regarding the specialization of the hotel from different 
perspectives: the hotel's own classification (question five), the volume of 
tourism that the town received (question six), the markets served (question 
seven), and the hotel's ownership affiliation (question eight).
In relation to question five, it was considered that the hotel's own 
classification might not be enough in determining a typology since two 
different "types" of hotels could be serving the same markets. In relation to 
question six, it was assumed that hotels in towns receiving many tourists 
might more likely serve tourism travelers than business travelers, and 
therefore, the hotel's own classification might be different from the actual 
markets served.
It was considered that the answers to questions five, six, and seven 
would provide more insightful information towards the determination of a 
classification of hotels than question five alone.
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- Question Eight:
8. Please specify the following about your property (circle one):
1. It is a franchise of a national chain, managed by the owner(s)' 
company.
2. It is a franchise of a national chain, managed by the franchisor.
3. It is a franchise of an international chain, managed by the franchisee.
4. It is a franchise of an international chain, managed by a national 
management company.
5. It is a franchise of an international chain, managed by the franchisor.
6. It is a unit of an international chain, managed by an international 
management company.
7. It is a unit of a national chain, managed by the company's owner.
8. It is a unit of a national chain, managed by a national management 
company.
9. It is a unit of a national chain, managed by an international 
management company.
10. It is a unit of a national chain, managed by the government.
11. It is a single unit, managed by the owner's company.
12. Other: (Please specify):
Finally, the last question on part one was intended to obtain 
information that might allow the formation of groups in terms of ownership 
types. It was intended to obtain data that would be used to compare the 
possible groups of ownership types to training methods used, education 
requirements for the customer contact positions, focus of training programs 
and perceptions of training effectiveness, as well as perceptions of customer 
service and customer satisfaction.
Training methodology and perceptions on training issues.
Questions 9 through 13 referred to training issues and included 
questions on degree requirements for the customer contact positions studied.
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training programs utilized, and measurements of focus of training and 
perceptions on training effectiveness on the job.
- Question Nine:
9. What type of degree is required to the persons occupying customer 
contact positions:
Bar/CafeteriaRoom Service
1. Certificado Escolar 
Z  Graduado Escolar
3.FPI
4.FPE
5. BUP
6.ESO
7.COU
8. TEAT
9. Other:
1. Certificado Escolar
2. Graduado Escolar
3.FPI
4 .F P n
5. BUP
6. ESQ
7.COU
8. TEAT
9. Other:
Front Desk
1. Certificado Escolar
2. Graduado Escolar
3.FP1
4 .F P n
5. BUP
6. ESO
7.COU
8. TEAT
9. Other:
Items in the question refer to different education degrees that can be 
achieved after primary school. A complete definition of what they are can be 
found in Appendix VI.
The discussion on training and development in chapter 2 established 
very different but complimentary objectives for training and educating. 
Question nine in this study was intended to gain some insight into the 
relationship between training and education at the customer contact position 
levels.
First, it was intended to compare education requirements among the 
three customer contact positions studied here. Second, it would be used to 
compare education requirements among previously determined groups of 
hotels, and third, as mentioned above, results fi'om question nine would be 
compared to different aspects of the training methodology to see if any
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patterns could be discovered between training and education measures for 
customer contact employees in five star hotels in Spain.
- Question Ten:
10. Does your property provide formal training for newly-selected
customer contact employees?
1. YES If YES, please continue through questions 11 to 15
2. NO If NO, please go to question 14 and 15
Question ten was asked to establish the first clear group division 
among five star hotels in Spain, namely those that provide formal training 
programs, and those that do not. The question was asked to gather 
information that could be used to investigate a possible relationship between 
education requirements for customer contact employees and the 
establishment of formal training programs.
- Question Eleven:
11. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each 
of the following statements:
Strongly Quite Disagree Agree Quite Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
1 2 3 4 5 6
Training focuses on developing... 
employees' knowledge 
employees' skills 
employees' performance 
employees' attitudes 
employees' confidence
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
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Question eleven was included so perceptions of training objectives 
could be measured. It was also asked in order to investigate possible 
differences between focus of training, education requirements, and training 
methods, and to form groups that would summarize tendencies in training 
programs. It was also intended to compare firms' perceptions of focus of 
training programs with perceptions of effectiveness of the same training 
programs. A discussion on the selection of items in the scale and scale form, 
follows in a section below (Selection of scale form and items.)
- Question Twelve:
12. Please indicate the extent (%) to which the following training
methods are used:
IMPORTANT: 1) Choose as many categories as you need, and 2)
remember that the total must add up to 100%
A) In the development of Room Service customer contact employees
what methods do you use?
1. Training On-the Job  %
2. Employee handbooks  %
3. Group Sessions  %
4. One-on One Sessions  %
5. On-premises training  %
6. Out-of-premises training  %
7. Films  %
8. Slides  %
9. Simulations  %
10. Case Studies  %
11. Role Playing  %
12. Formal Class Instruction  %
13. Other (Please Specify):
   %
TOTAL_______________
Question twelve was formed by three subquestions that asked about 
training methods used for the three customer contact positions studied even 
though only one is presented here as an example (See appendix HI for the
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complete version). Question twelve was the second basis of this study (as 
mentioned above, the number of customer contact employees was the other).
(Question twelve was intended to gain some insight into the kind of 
training programs that five-star hotels in Spain provide to the service 
deliverers, the customer contact employees. The choice of items included in 
the list of training methods was gathered from the review of related literature 
(discussed in chapter 2). Data gathered would be used to look for differences 
and similarities in the usage of training methods in relation to education 
requirements, perceptions on the focus of training, perceptions of training 
effectiveness, and some characteristics of the hotels obtained from the 
questions in part one like room size and type of ownership.
- Question Thirteen:
13. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each 
of the following statements:
Strongly Quite Disagree Agree Quite Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
1 2 3 4 5 6
Our training methods improve... 
employees' knowledge 
employees' performance 
employees' skills 
employees' attitudes 
employees' confidence 
employees' job satisfaction 
customer service 
customer's satisfaction
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
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Question thirteen was asked to measure perceptions of effectiveness of 
training methods as compared to the actual methods used and perceptions 
about the focus of the training programs. Perceptions on the focus of training 
and perceptions of training effectiveness were asked using a six-point Likert 
scale. A discussion on the selection of items and scale form follows below 
(Selection of scale form and items.)
- Question Fourteen:
14. Please explain which is the Major reason(s) why there is no formal
training program offered to new customer contact employees in your
hotel:
(Question fourteen was asked so some insight could be gained into the 
reasons why formal training programs were not provided to new customer 
contact employees, and if information were sufficient, so some relationships 
could be established between hotels not offering training programs and 
education requirements for the positions studied. Question 14 was left open- 
ended because although an open-ended question might increase the 
difficulty in coding the response, it also presented the advantage of enriching 
the quality of the answer (Dillman, 1978).
- Question 15:
15. What is the turnover rate of your property for customer contact
employees?
Room Service  %
Bar/Cafeteria  %
Front Desk  %
Question fifteen was asked to gather information that might be related 
to item six in question thirteen, namely "training improves employees' job 
satisfaction. " As discussed in the review of related literature, training is
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considered to be a strong motivator that affects employees' perception of job 
satisfaction, and in turn might affect employees' decisions to stay with the 
company.
As discussed above, in questions eleven and thirteen respondents were 
asked to indicate their perceptions of focus of training and training 
effectiveness using a Likert scale. The following section discusses how the 
items, and the form of the scale were selected.
Selection of scale form and items.
The selection of (a) items in the scales, (b) a scale form and (c) number 
of levels for the scale form relied heavily on the five following studies.
a) The list of items in questions eleven and thirteen that training can 
address was derived fi'om the factors mentioned in the study of Conrade, 
Woods and Ninemeier discussed in chapter 2.
The list in this study used and adapted the following six factors 
mentioned by Conrade et al. (1994): training improves employees' 
knowledge, employees' skills, employees' performance, employees' attitudes, 
employees' confidence, and employees' job satisfaction.
To accomplish another objective of this study, that is, in order to 
evaluate service quality in relation to training methods, two additional items 
were considered: "training improves customer service " and "training 
improves customer satisfaction."
The decision to include them was made after evaluating the study by 
Pitt and Jeantrout (1994). The instrument developed by these authors 
included four items that intended to be an overall assessment of the service 
quality as perceived by the respondents. Items 7 and 8 in question 13 were
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also devised to be used as dependent variables in a comprehensive measure 
of service quality in relation to training.
b) In selecting a scale form it was considered that reports of customer 
satisfaction possess a distribution that indicate that the majority of customers 
are satisfied (Peterson and Wilson, 1992). It was, therefore, decided to design a 
bipolar scale without a middle point position. In that respect, Schuman and 
Presser (1981) stated:
When survey investigators decide against offering an explicit middle 
alternative, they are usually assuming that the middle category consists 
largely of responses from those who lean toward one or the otiher polar 
alternatives, although perhaps with little intensity. Thus it is 
legitimate to press respondents to choose one of those alternatives, 
rather than allowing refuge to be taken in a middle position, (p. 161- 
162)
According to Peterson and Wilson (1992), negatively skewed 
distributions might be the result of a variety of issues. Among the 
methodological ones they mentioned that "the scales used to measure 
customer satisfaction do not have a sufficient number of categories to permit 
survey participants to make fine discriminations" (p. 63). In his findings after 
the analysis of different scale forms, Bocker (1988) concluded "Most of the 
scale forms can be judged as highly convergent valid, with multilevel scales 
performing better than scales with only a few levels" (p. 15) and 
recommended the use of wide scales (about 8 inches width) with not more 
than six scale levels.
A Likert scale form was selected because of its generalized usage and 
proven reliability, and because of the results of H aw a J. Meric in his study 
The Effect of scale form choice on psychometric properties of patient 
satisfaction measurement (1994). Among his findings, he discovered that 
Likert scales (anchored at Strongly Agree and Strongly Disagree) show an
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advantage in identifying dissatisfied customers over mixed scales (anchored 
at Very Satisfied and Very Dissatisfied) and expectational scales (anchored at 
More than I Expected, and Less than I Expected).
As a result of the suggestions and recommendations in the literature 
reviewed above, it was decided to construct a six-point Likert scale without a 
middle point in order to measure respondents' perceptions of focus of 
training and perceptions of training effectiveness.
Adjustments to Questionnaire
It was originally intended to distribute the questionnaire in Spain 
during late December 1995. The original questionnaire had been developed 
using special computer software that was easily accessible in the United States. 
In Spain though, it was not possible to obtain access to that software without 
investing either too much money or too much time. The questionnaire had 
to be redesigned using internationally common software.
Additionally, the format originally chosen for the booklet used a page 
size that was not only totally foreign to the Spanish eyes, but also impossible 
to locate around the European Union. In Spain, the issue was discussed with 
two university researchers very familiar with the use of questionnaires as a 
survey technique, and it was decided to change the page size . The new design 
included A4 page size—universally used in Europe—which, in the opinion of 
the researchers consulted, might enhance participation by facilitating a 
common format.
Pre-test of Questionnaire
As mentioned above, issues in relation to the questionnaire's format 
were pre-tested in Spain. Also in Spain, the survey was distributed to two
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students of tourism, and two hotel employees to pre-test it for specific 
terminology and overall comprehension of the questions. The appropriate 
changes in the vocabulary and organization of the questions were made 
resulting from their suggestions.
Survey Procedure 
The research procedure involved the following steps:
1. Following the initial telephone contacts, it was decided to delay the 
mailing for one month. As mentioned above (refer to section 
Selection of Respondents), some prospective respondents had indicated 
their schedules were busy due to reorganization or remodeling, and 
some respondents were going to start their holidays coinciding with 
the Spanish low tourist season.
2. At the beginning of March, 1996, the instrument was finally sent 
Federal Express to an address in Spain from which the mailing was 
redistributed. That method was intended to reduce the time normally 
consumed in international mail surveys.
3. Following Dillman's Total Design Method (1978) the names of the 
respondents —rather than just the titles— were used in the address. The 
package received by prospective respondents contained a Spanish 
version of the cover letter and the self-administered questionnaire, 
together with a pre-paid self-addressed return envelope that had been 
individually stamped.
4. Finally, a follow-up letter was sent at the end of April 1996 in an 
attempt to increase the response rate.
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Treatment of Data
Test of Reliability and Validity
A survey is valid to the degree that it measures what and only what it 
is supposed to measure. There are many factors that can bias the results of a 
survey. In this case, because the survey included the total number of five-star 
hotels in Spain, the possibility of bias introduced by the effects of sampling 
was reduced.
A survey is reliable to the degree that it produces the same responses 
when the survey is reproduced in the same manner. To test the reliability of 
the survey, Cronbach's alpha coefficient was chosen before other methods for 
its generalized used and for its applicability to this research methodology. As 
McKennell (1977), pointed out:
The test-retest method of estimating reliability is seldom practical in 
the survey context since it requires a second approach to tiie same 
informants. Moreover, it has theoretical difficulties. The informants 
may remember their previous replies giving a coefficient that is 
spuriously high(...). (p. 196)
McKennell also explained why a split-half method of estimating 
reliability is often used (correlation scores obtained by comparing halves 
survey results) and how Cronbach's alpha coefficient is directly related to the 
split-halves method. The alpha coefficient enables one to calculate what the 
true correlation between variables would be if one had a perfect measuring 
instrument. The alpha coefficient is then an indicator of how perfect the 
survey is. Thus, it is an indicator of the reliability of the instrument.
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Statistical Analysis of Data
The questionnaire was designed with the intent to conduct a series of 
statistical analysis that would quantitatively interpret, represent, and indicate 
the beliefs and practices of the Spanish luxury hotel industry in relation to 
training.
The type of data gathered from this study was varied. Questions mostly 
presented data in interval scales, while the underlying variables were 
nominal, ordinal or ratio. The variability of the data imposed limitations on 
the types of analysis conducted. Measures of descriptive statistics were 
calculated for all variables, and comparisons and correlations—linear and 
multiple—were measured and tested to gain support for the objectives of this 
exploratory study. Items measured in different scales were standardized so 
comparisons could be made.
As mentioned in a previous section of this chapter, the ratio number of 
employees/number of hotel rooms would be calculated for each respondent 
so it could be correlated to the constructed indicator of service quality, 
namely, the ratio number of customer contact employees/total number of 
employees (RAFTCCE).
The indicator of service quality was intended to be a variation of the 
ratio commonly used in the hotel industry (referred to as SERVRA in this 
study) that would account for customer contact employees. It was, therefore, 
imagined as a function of the ratio RAFTCCE and the number of rooms, the 
later being negatively related to the overall service quality.
Hotel classification, market segment served and number of tourists 
received would be compared using a chi-square test so a typology of hotels 
could be determined. Comparisons and correlations between "training"
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variables would be calculated later taking into consideration the groups that 
had been previously established.
Two groups of education requirements (less than twelve grades and 
twelve grades or more) were to be compared across customer contact positions 
using the chi-square test. Further comparisons were to be established between 
education requirements and focus of training programs, and education 
requirements and training methods.
Calculations were made to measure a variety of training methods 
across the positions evaluated in this study, and overall results of training 
methodology. Correlations were to be calculated between training 
methodology and the different positions studied. Further, more correlations 
were calculated to compare training methods and RAFTCCE, as well as 
training methods and hotel size.
A regression was also to be utilized to find the correlation among the 
first five factors in question thirteen, which are considered as training 
attributes, and job satisfaction, customer service and customer satisfaction, 
which can be considered as product of the first ones.
Further, the answers to open-ended question 14, were to be organized, 
categorized, and analyzed separately to find possible relationships between 
not training and education requirements.
Finally, data on turnover rates and perceptions of job satisfaction were 
also to be compared.
Delimitations
The scope of this research was limited by several self-imposed 
constraints.
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It would have been ideal to conduct an extensive evaluation of the 
training methods implemented for customer contact employees in all hotels 
in Spain. The large number of such properties represented a constraint that 
could have been overcome by taking a representative sample. Still, 
conducting the study among all different hotel categories could have 
presented a problem in assuring its validity. Therefore, it was decided to 
establish the following:
1. Research constraints: The analysis was delimited to five star hotels 
(see definition in section Definition of Terms in chapter 1) in order to:
a. Assure that the possible differences or similarities found 
among the properties were not due to differences in hotel 
category, and
b. Confine the study to those hotels most likely to conduct 
specific and consistent training programs.
2. Sampling constraints:
a. The number of five star hotels in Spain did not exceed sixty. 
Drawing a sample would impose serious constraints in 
analyzing the results in a quantitative manner, therefore, it was 
attempted to study the total population.
b. The survey was addressed to human resources directors, or 
the person in charge of employee training and development.
3. Time constraints:
a. The only time available to conduct the research was during 
the months of March, April, and May 1996.
4. Financial constraints:
a. The scope of the research was narrowed to only one hotel 
category due to budgetary limitations and the costly
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arrangements incurred in ensuring the delivery and return of 
the mail surveys in the least possible time.
5. Other delimitations:
a. An evaluation of the relationship between job attributes and 
training was limited by ascertaining respondent's perceptions.
b. The relationship between customer satisfaction and training 
was evaluated by measuring respondent's perceptions rather 
than by surveying guests.
It was not the intent of this study to examine training programs 
provided for other non-customer contact employees, nor for supervisors, 
middle-managers, or top-level management who may also have customer 
interaction.
It may be reasonably concluded that the delimitations of this research 
did not preclude an adequate frame for the sought-after insights.
Summary
This chapter has described the methodology considered and used to 
gather the information pertaining to the objectives of this exploratory study.
It has explained the steps followed in selecting the potential respondents and 
described in detail how the survey instrument was designed. Chapter 3 has 
also detailed how such design was supported by the review of related 
literature and relied onto studies that have touched some or similar topics. 
Finally, the chapter has discussed how the information gathered was treated.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Introduction
Chapter four presents the findings of this study. Starting with a 
thorough description of the administration of the survey, the chapter 
continues with a presentation of specific measurements and findings of this 
exploratory study.
Chapter three has described the method used to choose the respondents 
and the steps followed in the administration of the survey. This chapter 
provides a classification of the titles of the respondents as well as a 
classification of the hotels included in the survey in relation to size (number 
of rooms), type, and location. It follows a discussion of the total number of 
questionnaires received in relation to the number of surveys sent, and a 
discussion on the implications of such response on the analysis of the data 
gathered. This chapter also discusses the response rate in relation with 
references to the characteristics of international mail surveying.
Chapter four continues with a presentation of the findings of the 
administration of the questionnaire in relation to the objectives of this study. 
First, the hotels participating in the survey are described regarding their size 
and market characteristics. Second, the list of participating hotels are 
described in relation to the provision of a formal training program. When 
appropriate, a description of the respondent's perceptions on the hotels' focus
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of training, the training methods used, the level of education required for the 
three positions studied, and an analysis of perceptions of training 
effectiveness are also presented.
Finally, perceptions of training effectiveness are measured in relation 
to training attributes and later analyzed as indicators of job satisfaction, 
customer service and customer satisfaction.
Survey Administration
Characteristics of the Population 
As stated in Chapter 3, the first step in the administration of the survey 
consisted of determining the population. It was decided that the study would 
include the entire population of five star hotels in Spain. It was also decided 
that the potential respondents would be contacted by phone prior to mailing 
the survey to (1) address the questionnaire to the specialist in training issues, 
(2) personalize the survey, and (3) enhance the response rate.
The results from the phone calls determined that the majority of hotels 
in the population (61.4%) had "human resources" departments. The rest of 
hotels had a "personnel" department (22.8%), or they were too small to have 
either of them, and the specialist in personnel development was found in the 
general manager's office (12.3%). Only two hotels indicated they had a 
director of development (3.5%).
Table 7 presents a full description of the population of respondents:
[See Table 7 on next page]
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Table 7
Classification of Potential Respondents by Title
Tide Number Percentage
Director/Manager of Human Resources 34 59.6%
Director/Manager of Personnel 12 21.1%
Director of Development 2 3.5%
Other: 15.8%
General Manager (5) (8.8%)
General Manager's Office (2) (3.5%)
Human Resources Department (1) (1.75%)
Personnel Department (1) (1.75%)
Total 57 (15.8%) 100.0%
The population of hotels was also classified in relation to the number 
of rooms, so it could be compared later to the list of hotels participating in the 
study. The results of such classification show that the range of number of 
rooms in five star hotels in Spain is large, from a seven-room hotel to 536 
rooms.
The distribution in Table 8 shows that the majority (84.2%) of five star 
hotels in Spain have less than 300 rooms; of these, 68.8% have less than 200 
rooms, and the largest group corresponds to those hotels that have between 
100 and 199 rooms. The mean number of rooms is 194.
Table 8
Classification of Potential Respondents by Number of Rooms
0-99 100-199 200-299 300-399 400-499 500 + Total
Hotels
Percentage
14
24.6%
19
33.3%
15
26.3%
6
10.5%
2
3.5%
1
1.8%
57
100.0%
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Response Rate
Fifty-seven surveys were sent to the list of respondents mentioned 
above. Fourteen responses were returned (24.6%) eleven of which were 
considered usable for the analysis (19.3%). The small rate of return leads to a 
discussion of three issues in relation to the results of this study: (1) the success 
of international mail surveying, (2) the success in the questionnaire design 
and survey procedure, and (3) the limited number of statistical analysis that 
can be performed on this data.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, studies that have used international mail 
surveys with the purpose to collect data have achieved very low response 
rates. Surveys sent without incentives were not able to achieve a 10 percent 
return, and those that included an incentive such as a US dollar bill or a 
stamp, commonly had response rates between 15 and 25 percent.
The number of usable surveys returned indicates a response rate of 19.3 
percent for this study. When taking into consideration that the survey was 
sent without incentives of any kind, the number of responses achieved 
(24.6% total, 19.3% usable) is much higher than the single-digit responses— 
discussed in Chapter 2—reported by Dawson and Dickinson (1988), Jobber and 
Saunders (1988), Angur and Nataraajan (1995), and Jobber, Mirza and Wee 
(1991).
The 19.3 percent response obtained in this study is actually within the 
fiame of percentages reported for surveys with incentives, thus indicating 
that the use of Dillman's Total Design Method (1988) and the advance 
notification by phone may have had some effect in the number of 
instruments returned. Both Erdos (1983) and Dillman (1988) cite the works of 
Stafford and Waisanen in relation to the influence of a preliminary contact 
on rate of return. Waisanen (as cited in Erdos, 1983) reported that the
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percentage of replies increased from 20.5 to 68.2 percent with a prior 
notification by phone.
As discussed in chapter 3, the number of usable responses received has 
limited the number and type of analysis that could be used to treat the data 
obtained from the respondents' questionnaires. The different types of data 
(nominal, ordinal, and ratio) gathered in the survey has also imposed 
limitations on the analysis. Eleven survey responses were insufficient to find 
and support statistically significant differences (or similarities) among the 
elements in the data.
Particularly, the indicator of service quality, the varied number of 
correlations, and the regressions could not be calculated to produce 
meaningful information. Therefore, it was decided to analyze the data 
according to frequencies of the occurrences measured for each variable.
Results
Characteristics of participating hotels were analyzed in relation to the 
properties' size, number of employees (including customer contact 
employees), and specialization (type of hotel and market segment served).
Size: Results from Questions One and Two
The hotels participating in the study have between 60 and 455 rooms 
with a mean of 222 rooms (see Table 9 on next page). The population mean, 
calculated above (see Table 8) is 194 rooms per hotel. It is considered that the 
population and sample means (194 and 222 respectively) do not coincide due 
to having a small sample that includes two very large properties that have 
skewed the group's mean.
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Table 9
Size by Number of Rooms and Suites
RESPNUM Number of Rooms Number of Suites
1 60 11
2 83 4
3 93 24
4 206 18
5 350 66
6 288 25
7 142 4
8 288 13
9 455 58
10 286 22
11 192 7
Mean 222 23
Standard Deviation 124 21
NOTE: RESPNUM stands for RESPondent NUMber.
The mean and standard deviation values are approximated to the nearest 
unit.
It may be seen in Table 9 that, as with the total population, most of the 
participating properties (81.9%) have less than 300 rooms.
The other aspect of the hotels' size that has been analyzed is the 
number of suites. As established in the literature review, one of the issues 
that differentiates five star hotels from the rest of hotel categories is the 
requirement of the existence of suites in five star hotels (Ministerio de la 
Presidenda, 1983; Departament de la Presidènda, 1988). Dispositions of the 
Catalan government's Offidal Gazette of 1988 (Departament de la Presidènda, 
1988) also specify that at least 5 percent of the rooms must be suites for a five 
star hotel.
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Among the respondents (see Table 9 above), the percentage of suites 
goes from a low 2.8% to a high 25.8 percentage of the total number of rooms. 
The range includes four hotels that do not reach the criterion of 5 percent.
The mean proportion of suites is 10.2% of the total number of rooms.
As discussed in Chapter 2, decision and normative power in the matter 
of tourism have been transferred to several regional autonomous 
governments in Spain. Therefore, dispositions that regulate hotel 
categorization may differ slightly among autonomous regions and may also 
explain the properties that do not reach the 5% mark.
Personnel: Results from Questions Three and Four
Table 10
Hotels by Number of Full Time Personnel
RESPNUM Number of PTE Number of FTCCE
1 76 29
2 117 43
3 107 35
4 250 100
5 160 52
6 175 55
7 135 55
8 173 123
9 350 100
10 156 57
11 248 167
Mean 177 74
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In terms of number of employees, seventy-three percent of the 
participating hotels employed less than the average number of 177 full time 
employees (See Table 10 on previous page), which indicates that the results 
from the sample mean may be altered by two or three properties. When 
Table 10 is compared to Table 9, it may be seen that the hotels employing 
more full-time employees are not necessarily the ones that have more rooms.
As it may be seen in Table 11, the ratio of employees to rooms that is 
commonly used as a rough indicator of service quality shows values that vary 
between a low of 0.46 to a high of 1.41, with five hotels surpassing the 1.0 
value. None of the hotels have the 1.5 ratio value that is considered the 
standard for luxury hotels in the United States.
Table 11
Service Quality Ratios for the Hotel Industry
RESPNUM SERVRA RAFTCCE
1 1.27 0.38
2 1.41 0.37
3 1.15 0.33
4 1.21 0.40
5 0.46 0.33
6 0.61 0.31
7 0.95 0.41
8 0.60 0.71
9 0.77 0.29
10 0.55 0.37
11 1.29 0.67
Mean 0.93 0.41
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In relation to one of the objectives of this study (evaluate the 
contribution of training of customer contact employees on service quality) a 
new ratio (RAFTCCE; customer contact employees to total number of 
employees) was used as a possible indicator of service quality. Customer 
contact employees were chosen for the new ratio because in the lodging 
industry, as discussed in chapter 2, service is delivered mainly through 
customer contact personnel.
The values for the respondents (see Table 11 above) indicate that the 
majority of hotels (75%) have between 0.29 and 0.43 FTCCEs (Full Time 
Customer Contact Employee) per each FTE (Full Time Employee), and that 
the average was 0.41 FTCCE/FTE.
Two extreme values show percentages of 71 and 67 percent of FTCEEs 
(respondents 8 and 11).
Specialization: Results from Questions Five. Six. Seven and Eight
Specialization of hotel is analyzed as a combination of hotel type, hotel 
ownership and markets served. Question number six has not been used due 
to the small number of respondents that answered the question (two).
As detailed in chapter 3, the questionnaire suggested four given and 
one open option for possible types of hotels for question five; Hotel Grand 
Luxe, Business and Conventions, Resort, Club and "Other ".
As it may be seen in Table 12, the distribution of respondents is as 
follows: three hotels are Grand Luxe, five are Business and Conventions, one 
is a resort and another one is a Golf Hotel (other).
[See Table 12 on next page]
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Table 12
Hotel Specialization by Type, and Ownership
RESPNUM TYPE OWNERSHIP
1 1 8
2 2 11
3 5 12
4 2 11
5 2 11
6 1 11
7 2 12
8 2 12
9 1 6
10 5 90
11 4 12
NOTE: 90 indicates a non-response from that hotel
In terms of type of ownership, only three of the eleven possibilities 
suggested were chosen by any of the respondents as it can be seen in Table 12 
above. These are options 6, the hotel is a franchise of an international chain, 
managed by an international management company, (chosen once), option 8, 
the hotel is a unit of a national chain, managed by national management 
company (chosen once), and 11, (chosen four times). Option 11, the most 
chosen (36%) identified the hotels as single units that are managed by the 
proprietor's company.
The rest of the respondents (4) chose the "Other" option in question 
eight. Two of these could be grouped into a new option (unit —as opposed to 
franchise—of an international company that owns and manages the hotel). 
Respondents number eight, nine, and eleven could be regrouped to indicate 
hotels that are owned or franchised by an international company, and that are 
managed by an international management company
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The sum of all the possibilities and the answers provided in the 
"other" option, yields fourteen possible answers. This indicates that there 
might be a wide variety of types of management and ownership among the 
luxury division of hotels in Spain.
In relation to the types of customers served (see Table 13 below), 
overall results indicate that the guests in the respondents' hotels average 
20.90% for international tourists arriving with tour operator, 16.87% of 
international tourists with no tour operator, 9.42% of national tourists 
traveling with tour operators, 15.03% of national tourists arriving with no 
tour operators, 5.43% of international business traveler and 15.53% of 
national business travelers. The rest, 16.8% correspond to other categories 
identified by the respondents as conventions, crews, and "management."
Table 13
Hotels by Market Segments
RESPNUM IntlTou Inti NatlTo Natl InBus NaBus OTHER
1 60.0 20.0 15.0 05.0 00.0 00.0 00.0
2 10.0 15.0 10.0 10.0 20.0 35.0 00.0
3 25.0 70.0 00.0 04.0 01.0 00.0 00.0
4 20.0 00.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 50.0 00.0
5 09.7 37.4 10.9 42.0 00.0 00.0 00.0
6 15.0 05.0 10.0 10.0 20.0 40.0 00.0
7 01.0 13.0 10.0 66.0 00.0 10.0 00.0
8 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 15.3 68.0
9 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 100
10 990 990 990 990 990 990 990
11 65.0 05.0 25.0 00.0 00.0 05.0 00.0
Mean 20.9 16.9 09.4 15.0 05.4 15.5 16.8
NOTE: IntlTou stands for International Tourist (with Tour operator). Inti for 
International Tourist (no T O ), NatlTou for national tourist (with T O ), Natl 
stands for National tourist (no T O ), InBUS for International Business 
traveler, and NaBus, for national Business traveler. 990 means N /A  data
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It may be seen in Table 14, those hotels that identified themselves as 
Business and Convention hotels (refer to Table 12) do not show an increase of 
the business traveler in relation to other types of customers in their hotels 
(with the exception of respondent 8), although the averages for this type of 
traveler are higher than the average for the total number of respondents 
(6.67% for international business traveler compared to 5.43%, and 22.06% for 
national business traveler compared to 15.53%).
Table 14
Business and Convention Hotels by Type of Traveler
RESPNUM IntlTou NatlTo IntlBus NatlBus Convent & Crews
2 25.00 20.00 20.00 35.00 00.00
4 20.00 20.00 10.00 50.00 00.00
5 47.10 52.90 00.00 00.00 00.00
7 14.00 76.00 00.00 10.00 00.00
8 6.68 6.68 3.34 15.30 68.00
NOTE: Data are in percentages
Education Requirements: Results from Question Nine 
It has been found that education requirements for Room Service (RS) 
and Bar/Cafeteria (B/C) employees are more similar than those for Front 
Desk clerks (See Table 15 on next page). Option 2, which is equivalent to the 
completion of eight grades, is the education most required (36%) for both 
Room Service and Bar/Cafeteria positions, followed by option 8 (27%), which 
is the university level TEAT degree discussed in Chapter 2. Front Desk clerks 
are required by all respondents to have the TEAT diploma.
Respondents 8,9 and 11, require the TEAT degree to all customer 
contact positions. Respondents 8,9 and 11 are also the three only
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participating hotels that belong to, or are a franchise of, an international 
chain, and that are managed by an international management company.
Respondent 7 indicated that the only education requirement is the 
knowledge of foreign languages for the three positions studied.
Table 15
Education Requirements by Customer Contact Positions
RESPNUM RSEDUC B/C EDUC FDEDUC
1 2 2 8
2 2 2 8
3 2 2 8
4 9 9 8
5 2 2 8
6 4 4 8
7 9 9 9
8 8 8 8
9 8 8 8
10 4 5 8
11 8 8 8
NOTE: Codes can be identified in chapter 3, p. 49
Training Programs: Results from Question Ten 
This section analyzed the participating properties in relation to the 
main objective of this exploratory study; the evaluation of training methods 
used for the development of customer contact employees.
Nine of the respondents, 82 percent, reported the use of formal training 
programs for the development of their customer contact employees. 
Respondents 1 and 3 reported they do not have a formal program. Of the 
latter, only respondent 3 specified the reasons for not training. It was 
explained that employees are not formally trained because (1) their 
qualifications are very high, (2) the selection process is very strict, and (3)
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because employees have the chance to rotate around the hotels of the 
international chain.
As discussed in chapter 3, explanations for not training would be used 
to gain insight on the possible relationship between the non-existence of 
training programs and education requirements for the customer contact 
positions. With only one piece of information gathered from question 
fourteen, this possibility was lost. In relation to the rest of hotels, respondents 
1 and 3 do not require any higher or lower education levels than those hotels 
that do have an established formal training program.
Focus of Training: Results from Question Eleven 
As discussed in Chapter 3, focus of training was evaluated using a six- 
point Likert scale anchored at Strongly Disagree (1) and Strongly Agree (6). A 
quick look (See Table 16 below) at the median values indicates that training 
focuses on developing employees' attitudes and performance first, followed 
by developing employee's confidence and skills. It is also recorded that 
training does not focus primarily on developing knowledge.
Table 16
Median Values of Focus of Training
Attributes Median Fr.
Training focuses on developing employees' knowledge 4 44%
Training focuses on developing employees' skills 5 44%
Training focuses on developing employees' performance 6 67%
Training focuses on developing employees' attitudes 6 78%
Training focuses on developing employees’ confidence 5 56%
Note: 4 = Agree, 5 = Quite Agree, 6 = Strongly Agree "Fr." indicates the 
relative frequency of the median when compared to the total number of 
values given for each attribute.
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In Table 17, it may be seen that only two respondents choose 
disagreement with two of the statements. Respondent 4 chose a three to 
express perceptions of focus of training, and respondent 9 soundingly 
expressed a negative relationship between focus of training and the 
development of employees' knowledge.
Table 17
Overall Responses to the Likert Scale Items by Respondents
RESPNUM FOCUSK FOCUSKILLS FOCUSPERF FOCUSAT FOCUSCONF
1 0 0 0 0 0
2 4 4 4 4 5
3 0 0 0 0 0
4 4 4 3 4 4
5 4 4 6 6 5
6 6 6 6 6 6
7 6 6 6 6 5
8 5 5 6 6 5
9 1 6 6 6 6
10 4 5 5 6 5
11 4 5 6 6 6
NOTE: Zeros correspond to No Training code for respondents 1 and 3.
Training Methods 
Question 12 asked about training methods used with the intention to 
gather information that would describe the most common practices of the 
Spanish hotel industry for the three categories of customer contact employees. 
The question differentiated between the three employee classes with the 
intention to seek differences and/or similarities between categories.
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Table 18
Percentage of Overall Training Methods for Participating Hotels
RES? RES? RES? RESP RESP RESP RESP RESP RESP OVERALL
NUM2 NUM4 NUM5 NUM6 * NUM7 NUM8 NUM9* NUMIO :NUMll*
TRGl 50 70 50 70 100 10 56.7 50 56.7 57.0
TRG2 0 0 0 10 0 6 10 10 11.67 5.3
TRG3 10 0 0 11.67 0 20 3.33 5 1.2 5.7
TRG4 10 0 0 5 0 0 20 5 6.67 5.2
TRG5 10 0 25 3.33 0 15 0 20 0 8.1
TRG6 10 30 25 0 0 45 0 10 4 13.8
TRG 7 0 0 0 0 0 4 10 0 3.33 1.9
TRG8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0.3
TRG9 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.67 1.5
TRGIO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.33 0.3
TRGll 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.33 0.3
TRG12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.67 0.3
TRG13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
REST
(MEAN)
4.2 2.5 4.2 2.5 0 7.5 3.6 4.2 3.4 3.6
NOTE: ^Indicates these hotels have training methods for Front Desk clerks slighly different than from the other 
customer contact positions. Percentages for each respondent are the average for each customer contact position.
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Overall results for the training methods used across all categories 
indicate training-on-the-job is the most preferred method (see Table 18). In 
relation to other methods, on-the-job training is 57 percent of all the training 
provided, ranging from 10% (respondent 8) of the methodology used, to 100% 
(respondent 7).
Training on-the-job is followed by out-the-premises training (13% of 
the methods used), on-the-premises training, that represents an overall 8.1%, 
group sessions 5.7%, and employee handbook and one-on-one training used 
about 5.2% of the total methodology.
It has been found that the six methods indicated above account for 
95.1% of all the training provided, while other off-the-job methodology such 
as films, slides, simulations, case studies and role playing are scarcely used 
(4.9%) of the total methodology.
Respondents 8 and 11 showed the highest RAFTCCE ratios (71% and 
67% respectively) and required the TEAT degree for the three customer 
contact employee positions. Respondents 8 and 11 also indicate that their 
training programs include a variety of at least 6 different methods (6 and 11 
methods used respectively) when the average number is 5 methods.
Perceptions of Training Effectiveness: Results from Question Thirteen
Question 13 also used a six-point Likert scale to measure perceptions of 
training effectiveness among the respondents. Comparing the median 
values, (see Table 19 on next page), respondents indicated that, in relation to 
the individual, training particularly improves performance, skills and 
attitudes, and is less effective on improving knowledge and employees' 
confidence.
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Table 19
Median Values of Effectiveness of Training Methods
Attributes Median Fr.
Training improves employees' knowledge 5 44%
Training improves employees' performance 6 56%
Training improves employees' skills 6 62%
Training improves employees' attitudes 6 67%
Training improves employees' confidence 5 44%
Training improves employees' job satisfaction 5 44%
Training improves customer service 6 67%
Training improves customer satisfaction 6 67%
Note: 4 = Agree, 5 = Quite Agree, 6 = Strongly Agree
The column Fr. indicates the relative frequency of the median when
compared to the total number of values given for each attribute.
These results are consistent with the results from question eleven 
where respondents indicated that developing knowledge was not the most 
important focus of training (the median value was a 4 that represented 44% of 
the response). Nevertheless, the results are not consistent with the findings 
of Conrade et al., (1994) who found that training and knowledge were 
considered highly related with 97.5 percent of the management in agreement 
with that perception.
In relation to employees' confidence, results in both questions eleven 
and thirteen have the same value, although slightly more respondents 
indicated that training focused on developing employees' confidence than 
they think training is effective in developing it.
Participating respondents also indicated that they perceive a strong 
correlation between training and the quality of the service provided by their 
customer contact employees (See Table 20 below). Sixty-seven percent of the
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respondents strongly agreed with the statement and another twenty-two 
percent declared they quite agreed.
Table 20
Perceptions of Training Effectiveness by Participating Hotels
RESP TRIMP TRGIM TRIM? TRIM? TRGIMP TRGIMP TRGIMP TRGIMP 
NUM KN PERF SKIL ATT CONF JOBSAT CUSSER CUSSAT
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 6 6 6 6 5 5 6 6
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 4 4 4 4 5 5 4 4
5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 6
7 5 4 4 5 4 4 5 5
8 5 5 5 6 5 6 6 6
9 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 6
10 5 4 4 5 4 2 5 5
11 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
The results on perceptions of training effectiveness showed an extreme 
value. Respondent 10 was in quite disagreement with the statement that 
training improves job satisfaction.
Due to the small number of responses returned, the regressions that 
were intended to express customer service and customer satisfaction as 
overall assessment of perceptions of training effectiveness using items one 
through six in the scale could not be performed.
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Summary
Chapter four has presented a description of the findings of this study. 
The study obtained a response rate of eleven useful surveys returned, that 
imposed serious limitations on the analysis of the data.
Descriptive statistics and graphic presentation of the data have explored 
the results in relation to the methodology used and in light of the objectives 
of the study. Four general summaries of these statistics can be made.
First, as it has been experienced in this study, the ratio of number of 
customer contact employees to total number of employees displays 
information quite different firom the traditional ratio of employees to rooms, 
and it has been used as a differentiating factor between participating hotels.
Second, training is mostly conducted on the job with limited use of 
other methods that complement it. Third, there is a slight difference between 
what training focuses on compared to what training is effective for; although 
perceptions are all on the positive (agree) side, training does not seem to focus 
on developing knowledge and skills as much as it seems to improve them.
Four, respondents that are units or franchises of international 
companies, that are also managed by an international companies, and that 
have a formal training program, seem to use a wider variety of training 
methods, and have more in common regarding education requirements for 
customer contact employee positions, and RAFTCCE values.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH
Introduction
This has been an exploratory study of employee training methodology 
in luxury properties in Spain. As Everitt (1977) and, Simon and Burstein 
(1985) stated, the aim of an exploration is to understand a problem when one 
does not know anything about it, and to determine if the data gathered may 
reflect an underlying structure that can be tested in subsequent research. 
Exploratory studies are best regarded as techniques for generating hypothesis 
rather than methods for testing hypothesis or drawing conclusive statements 
about the data.
Chapter 5 presents in two sections the conclusions of this study and the 
recommendations for future research. First, the presentation of the results 
from the administration of the questionnaire is evaluated and discussed in 
relation to the accomplishments of the objectives of this study. Second, 
conclusions are drawn regarding methodological issues such as the design 
and administration of the questionnaire.
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Suggestions for future research include recommendations for possible 
study objectives and problem statements as well as methodological issues to 
be taken into consideration for future studies.
Conclusions
Conclusions on this study are drawn from the consideration of the 
results presented in chapter 4, the review of related literature, and the 
objectives of this study. As the summary of chapter 4 points out, conclusions 
from the results may be made on four issues: SERVRA and generation of the 
ratio RAFTCCE, importance of training, training methodology, and the 
possibility of establishing relationships among all of them.
The results presented in chapter 4 in relation to what has been called 
SERVRA (ratio of employees to rooms) indicate that none of the participating 
hotels have a 1.5 ratio value, which is considered the standard for luxury 
hotels in the United States, and that six out of eleven respondents do not 
reach the 1.0 value. Ratio values such as 0.46, 0.55, or 0.66 (see Table 11 in 
chapter 4) are very different—one might say even very low—from the 
American standard, and raises the question of whether the total number of 
employees that luxury Spanish hotels employ is influenced by other factors 
unexplored in this study and discussed in next section.
The question on the number of customer contact employees allowed, 
as discussed, the generation of a new ratio that displayed information quite 
different from the provided by SERVRA. Hotels that had "high" SERVRA 
showed below-average number of customer contact employees compared to 
the total number of employees (refer to Table 11 in chapter 4). On the other 
hand for example, a property with a low 0.60 SERVRA had the highest 
proportion of customer contact employees (71%; refer to Tablell in chapter 4).
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The values obtained for RAFTCCE show a distribution with a mean of
0.41 and a standard deviation of 0.14. Therefore, 82% of the values in the data 
are within one standard deviation from the mean. In consideration of the 
literature reviewed about customer contact employees, their significance on 
perceptions of service quality, and the data gathered in this study, the values 
obtained for RAFTCCE ratio might suggest that when speaking about luxury 
properties that demand higher levels of customization of service, RAFTCCE 
could be a better indicator of customer service.
From the data gathered in this research, one might conclude that there 
is strong indication that five star hotels in Spain do place importance on 
training: nine out of eleven respondents (82%) affirmed they have a formal 
training program, and respondents that do train overwhelmingly reported 
agreement with the statements on perceptions about training effectiveness 
(Recall Table 20 in chapter 4).
In light of the low response rate obtained, the small number of 
responses received regarding hotels that do not provide formal training raises 
the question of whether results might accurately represent the population of 
five star hotels in Spain, and leaves unanswered the question why those 
hotels do not have formal training programs.
In relation to the training methods used, it was expected, suggested by 
the review of related literature (refer to chapter 2), that on-the-job training 
would be the most favored by the participating hotels. As shown in Table 18 
in chapter 4, on-the-job training represented 57% of the methodology used.
This overall result is very different from the 90% reported by the 
Bureau of National Affairs (see chapter 2, p. 15), and 11% points different 
from the results found by Conrade, Woods, and Ninemeier (1994) about on- 
the-job training in the hotel industry in the United States. It has been also
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found that half (21.9%) of the other methodology used by Spanish five star 
hotels consists of on- and out-the-premises training.
It seems then, that training in five star properties in Spain might be 
primarily conducted by a combination of on-the-job training with on- and 
out-the-premises training (78.9%), with very little use of training techniques 
such as videos, role playing, case studies or simulations. As mentioned in 
chapter 4 (Table 18), a slight variance in training methods between categories 
was present in the data, but it was not considered significant.
In terms of types of ownership, the sum of all answers (given and 
provided by the respondent with the option "other"), yields fourteen different 
possibilities of ownership types while the eleven respondents used only four 
of these possibilities. The possibility that only four types of ownership exist 
seems contradictory with the information fi’om which the list was 
constructed (Secretaria General de Turismo, 1995) and raises the question of 
whether the results in this study are indicative of types of management and 
ownership in the Spanish luxury hotel industry.
Limitations to this Research
A number of limitations to the research should be taken into 
consideration if further research is to be conducted on this topic in Spain.
First, it should be expected that only a small number of respondents 
would be proficient in the English language, therefore, the instrument should 
be developed in Spanish to ensure comprehension of questions and specific 
industry terminology.
Second, the possibility that hotels in the study would not have a 
formally established human resources department should be considered. 
Establishing telephone contact prior sending the questionnaire would be
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highly recommended in order to verify name and position of person 
responsible of training and development of employees, as well as to enhance 
response rate. Even though the phone calls considerably increased the costs 
of the research, it was estimated that any efforts addressed to assuring results 
were positive and outbalanced the costs.
Third, an assumption was made (see chapter 3) that some of the hotels 
in this study would not conduct formal training programs for new customer 
contact employees. The results of this study confirmed such possibility. 
Therefore, it is considered that additional research should take it into account 
in order to reduce response bias, and look further into the reasons why 
formal training programs are not implemented.
Recommendations for Further Research 
Recommendations for future research look at methodological and 
research issues. It is believed that the objectives of this research would have 
been accomplished with a bigger response rate. Therefore, the first 
recommendation would be to increase the efforts to collect more responses. 
These efforts could be made by changing the surveying technique to 
personally interviewing the respondents, or by refining a few aspects of the 
survey administration and design.
It is believed, that measures such as the inclusion of incentives, a better 
management of the time available to conduct the survey, and assuring that 
all questions were meaningful not only to the surveyor, but also to the 
respondent would enhance the response rate.
For example, questions number six and fifteen in this study (see 
chapter 3 for questions and database in Appendix V for results) did not gather 
much information, and it is believed it might be due to the fact the
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respondent might not have seen a clear relationship between the main issues 
addressed in the questionnaire with the number of tourists that the town 
received or the turnover rate.
Recommendations in the area of research objectives are derived from 
the inconsistencies found in the data. It was discussed, for instance, the fact 
that the values for SERVRA among the respondents were very low, and that 
it could be a sign of something specially affecting luxury properties, the 
Spanish hotel industry, or the Spanish society in general. Further research 
might specifically look at issues such as employees' qualifications and 
expertise, to test whether by hiring highly qualified and effective people there 
is no such a need for a higher number of employees. Further research could 
also look at hiring costs; labor expenses are very high for the Spanish 
employers due to the large social security costs they must cover.
For example, it was found that respondents 8 and 11 reported the 
highest RAFTCCE ratios (71% and 67% respectively). It was also found that 
respondents 8,9, and 11 required the TEAT (highest) degree for the three 
customer contact employee positions, and had training programs that 
included a higher-than-average variety of methods (6, 5 and 11 methods used 
respectively). Moreover, respondents 8, 9 and 11 also were classified as hotels 
that belonged to an international chain and were managed by an 
international chain, differentiating themselves from the rest of hotels in the 
sample. In direct relation to the objectives of this study, the previous findings 
raise the question of whether there is a determining relationship between a 
varied training methodology, number of customer contact employees, 
ownership type and quality of service.
To address these topics thoroughly, further research might look into 
issues such as number of non-customer contact employees, training for
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customer contact employees versus training for non-customer contact 
employees, and how training is done.
It is believed (Conrade et al., 1994) that the selection of the trainer 
(supervisor, versus another employee) has an effect on how the new 
employee will perform. It is considered it would of interest to study how 
training is done and in turn, how the way it is conducted together with the 
methods used might have an effect on service quality evaluations. In such a 
study, real information from customers on service quality would be used.
With a broader sample size, an assessment of selection processes used 
and types and levels of education degrees required for all types of employees 
by properties that do not have a formal training program might produce 
interesting information to understand the reasons why training is not 
conducted. In relation to the latter issue, further research might be conducted 
towards an evaluation of perceptions of training effectiveness and costs of 
training.
Another area for further research would focus on a possible 
relationship between the perception of training improving employees' job 
satisfaction and turnover rate.
Finally, it is considered it would also be of interest to assess the use of 
the training methods discussed in this study, in other hotel categories to gain 
insight about training in the Spanish hotel industry and to investigate 
differences in training due to hotel service quality specifications.
A Final Statement 
Although the limitations imposed by the small sample received could 
not help determine a clear relationship between all the objectives of this
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research, specially in the area of training and quality of service, it is believed 
that the results essentially satisfied most of the objectives of this study:
1. Training methodology for customer contact employees in five star 
hotels in Spain has been identified.
2. Effects of employees to rooms ratio, and number of customer contact 
employees to total number of employees in relation to properties training 
methods have been explored.
3. Effects of type of ownership on the selection of specific training 
methodology have also been suggested by the data.
And 4. Insight on perceptions of focus and importance of training has 
been gained.
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APPENDIX I: TELEPHONE CONVERSATION GUIDE
Translation in English
- Good morning. Can I please speak to the human resources department?
- Good morning. My name is Mireia Montané. I'm doing a masters in hotel 
administration in the United States—from where I'm calling now. As part of 
the requirements of my master's degree. I'm conducting a study on training 
methods in five-star hotels in Spain. I would like to know who would be the 
person in charge of development of personnel.
- Good morning. My name is Mireia Montané. I'm doing a masters in hotel 
administration in the United States—from where I'm calling now. As I was 
telling your colleague. I'm conducting a study on training methods for 
customer contact personnel in five-star hotels in Spain. I would like to know 
if you would be the person I could talk to about this project and send a short 
questionnaire.
- The questionnaire includes questions about the training methods that you 
use for employee development and some questions about characteristics of 
the hotel.
- (Take name, confirm address)
- OK You will be receiving the questiormaire in the mail soon with a pre-paid 
return envelope so it is costless for you to participate in the survey. Thank 
you very, very much for your cooperation and have a nice day. Good-bye.
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Original in Spanish
- Buenos Dias, ^Me puede poner con el departamento de recursos humanos?
- Buenos dias, me Uamo Mireia Montané. Estoy estudiando un mâster en 
gestiôn hotelera en los Estados Unidos—desde donde le estoy Uamando.
Como parte de los requerimientos del mâster, estoy realizando un estudio 
sobre métodos de formadôn del personal en hoteles de cinco estrellas en 
Espaila. Me gustaria, si es posible hablar con la persona del departamento que 
està a cargo de la formadôn para discutir algunos detalles de la investigadôn.
- Buenos dias, me llamo Mireia Montané. Estoy estudiando un mâster en 
gestiôn hotelera en los Estados Unidos—desde donde le estoy Uamando. Tal 
como le dije a su colega, estoy realizando un estudio sobre métodos de 
formadôn del personal de contacto con el diente en hoteles de cinco estrellas 
en EspaAa, y me gustaria saber si es usted la persona a quién le podria enviar 
un pequeho qüestionario sobre el tema.
- El qüestionario induye preguntas sobre métodos que ustedes utilizan para 
la formadôn del personal y algunas preguntas sobre caracteristicas del hotel.
* • • • •
- (Apuntar nombre, confirmar direcdôn)
*••••
- Ok. Usted redbirâ el qüestionario en el correo dentro de unos dias con un 
sobre pre-seUado para que no le représente ningûn coste partidpar en este 
estudio. Gracias, muchisimas gradas por su cooperaciôn, y que tenga un buen 
dia. Hasta luego.
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APPENDIX H: COVER LETTER
Translation in English
Letterhead
Date
Name
Position
Company Name 
Address
Dear (Name):
As I mentioned in our conversation held on January 24,1995, your company has 
been selected among Spanish service industry properties to participate in a study of 
effectiveness of training methods for customer contact employees.
Recent studies in the area of consumer satisfaction suggest the need to place 
special importance on the development of front-line employees.
Customers evaluate quality by comparing their expectations on service to the 
actual result of the service delivered. Those employees that interact and contact the 
customer in the delivery process become critical in the customer's analysis of the quality 
of the product. Training and development of customer contact employees is then 
paramount to the satisfaction and retention of customers.
The enclosed questionnaire is directed towards gathering information concerning 
training procedures of customer contact personnel in the Spanish hotel industry. It is 
NOT intended to analyze the particular situation of your company.
Needless to say, corporate names will be kept anonymous and all information 
gathered will be kept in strict confidentiality.
In addition, I will be pleased to send you a copy of the results of this study if 
you indicate so.
Thank you very much for your time, effort and consideration to this research.
Sincerely yours,
Mireia Montané-Balagué
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Original in Spanish
Mireia Montané 
3145 E. Flamingo Rd. #1061 
Las Vegas, NV 89121
March 6,1996
«name»
«position»
«hôtel»
«Street»
« z i p / d t y »
Estimado/a «name»:
Como Ud. recordara, el pasado 24 de enero me puse en contacto con usted con 
el propôsito de invitarie a partidpar en un estudio sobre los métodos de formadôn del 
personal de contacto con el cliente en la industrie hotelera espanola. Quisiera 
agradecerle, antes que nada, la amable acogida que me dedicô.
Estudios redentes en el campo de la satisfacciôn del cliente sugieren la necesidad 
de emplazar espedal importanda en la formadôn de los empleados de primera linea.
El cliente évalua la calidad de un servido midiendo sus expectatives con el resultado 
actuel del servido prestado. Los empleados que establecen contacto con el cliente en los 
momentos de prestadôn del servido, pueden llegar a ser criticos en el anàlisis que éste 
haga sobre la calidad del produdo, asf pues, la formadôn de los empleados de contacto 
con el cliente es fundamental para la satisfacdôn y retenciôn del mismo.
El qüestionario que le hago llegar esta dirigido a reunir informadôn sobre los 
distintos métodos de formadôn del personal de contado con el cliente entre hoteles de 
la maxima categona. Este estudio NO pretende analizar la situaciôn particular de su 
hoteL
El qüestionario ha sido disenado para que sus respuestas se mantengan en la 
mis absolute anonimidad y la informadôn sea recogida confidendalmente.
Finalmente, sera un placer para rrü enviarle una copia de los resultados de este 
estudio si as: lo desea.
Muchisimas gracias por su tiempo, esfuerzo y consideradôn a este estudio.
Muy atentamente.
Mireia Montané-Balagué
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APPENDIX ni: QUESTIONNAIRE
Translation in English
Customer Contact Employee Development 
in Five Star Hotels 
in Spain
January 1996
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YOUR ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE IMPORTANT. 
IN RESPONDING TO THE QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONSIDER THE ACTUAL 
SITUATION OF YOUR PROPERTY, THEN CHOOSE THE MOST 
APPROPRIATE RESPONSE(S). THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG 
ANSWERS
IN THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS PLEASE TELL US ABOUT YOUR 
PROPERTY
1. Indicate the number of rooms: _______________
2. Indicate the number of suites out of the total number of rooms:
3. Indicate the number of full time employees that your hotel employs:
4. How many full-time customer contact employees do you employ?
NOTE: For the purpose of this investigation customer contact employees 
are those who work in front desk, bar/cafeteria, and room service but do 
not occupy managerial positions. ____________
5. Indicate below the area of specialization of your hotel (circle only one)
1. HOTEL GRAND LUXE
2. BUSINESS AND CONVENTIONS
3. RESORT
4. CLUB
5. OTHER:____________
6. Indicate the number of tourists that your town receives each yean
7. Please indicate what market segments your hotel serves and what 
percentage of the total business they represent:
1. International Tourist (tour operator)  %
2. International Tourist (No tour operator)  %
3. Domestic Tourist (tour operator)  %
4. Domestic tourist (No tour operator)  %
5. International Business Traveler %
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6. Domestic Business Traveler  %
7. Other; (Please specify)
 %
TOTAL_________________ &
8. Please specify the following about your property (circle one):
1. It is a franchise of a national chain, managed by the owner(s)' company
2. It is a franchise of a national chain, managed by the franchisor
3. It is a franchise of an international chain, managed by the franchisee
4. It is a franchise of an international chain, managed by a national
management company.
5. It is a franchise of an international chain, managed by the franchisor
6. It is a unit of an international chain, managed by an international
management company.
7. It is a unit of a national chain, managed by the company's owner.
8. It is a unit of a national chain, managed by a national management
company.
9. It is a unit of a national chain, managed by an international management
company.
10. It is a unit of a national chain, managed by the government
11. It is a single unit, managed by the owner's company.
12. Other: (Please specify):
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS PERTAIN TO THE TRAINING METHODS 
USED IN YOUR PROPERTY
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9. What type of degree is required to the persons occupying customer contact
positions:
BofliiL Service
1. Certificado Escolar
2. Graduado Escolar
3.FPI
4.FPH
5. BUP
6.ESO
7.COU
8. TEAT
9. Other:________
Bar/Cafeteria
1. CertiHcado Escolar
2. Graduado Escolar
3.FPI
4. FPn
5. BUP
6.ESO
7.COU
8. TEAT
9. Other:________
Front Desk
1. CertiHcado Escolar
2. Graduado Escolar
3.FPI
4 .F P n
5. BUP
6. ESQ
7.COU
8. TEAT
9. O ther:_________
10. Does your property provide formal training for newly-selected customer 
contact employees?
1. YES If YES, please continue through questions 11 to 15
2. NO If NO, please go to question 14 and 15
11. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the 
following statements:
Strongly Quite Disagree Agree Q uite Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
1 2 3 4 5 6
Training focuses on developing, 
employees' knowledge 
employees' skills 
employees' performance 
employees' attitudes 
employees' confidence
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
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12. Please indicate the extent (%) to which the following training methods are 
used:
A) In the development of Room Service customer contact employees what 
methods do you use?
1. Training On-the Job  %
2. Employee handbooks ___________%
3. Group Sessions ___________%
4. One-on One Sessions ___________%
5. On-premises training ___________%
6. Out-of-premises training ___________%
7. Films ___________%
8. Slides ___________%
9. Simulations ___________%
10. Case Studies__________________________________________%
11. Role Playing ___________%
12. Formal Class Instruction_______________________________%
13. Other (Please Specify):
   %
TOTAL______________ %.
B) In the development of Bar/Cafeteria customer contact employees what 
methods do you use?
I. Training On-the Job ___________%
Z Employee handbooks ___________%
3. Group Sessions ___________%
4. One-on One Sessions ___________%
5. On-premises training ___________%
6. Out-of-premises training ___________%
7. Films ___________%
8. Slides ___________%
9. Simulations ___________%
10. Case Studies__________________________________________%
II. Role Playing__________________________________________%
12. Formal Class Instruction_______________________________%
13. Other (Please Specify):
TOTAL________________&
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C) In the development of Front Desk customer contact employees what 
methods do you use?
1. Training On-the Job  %
2. Employee handbooks  %
3. Group Sessions  %
4. One-on One Sessions  %
5. On-premises training  %
6. Out-of-premises training  %
7. Films  %
8. Slides  %
9. Simulations  %
10. Case Studies  %
11. Role Playing  %
12. Formal Class Instruction  %
13. Other (Please Specify):
   %
TOTAL_____________________ %
13. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the 
following statements:
Strongly Quite Disagree Agree Quite Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
1 2 3 4 5 6
Our training methods improve...
employees' knowledge 
employees' performance 
employees' skills 
employees' attitudes 
employees' confidence 
employees' job satisfaction 
customer service 
customer's satisfaction
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
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ANSWER TO QUESTION 14 ONLY IF ANSWERED NO TO QUESTION 10
14. Please explain which is the Major reason(s) why there is no formal 
training program offered to new customer contact employees in  your hotel:
15. What is the turnover rate of your property for customer contact 
employees?
Room Service  %
Bar/Cafeteria  %
Front Desk %
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR COMPLETING THIS 
QUESTIONNAIRE
PLEASE MARK THE BOX IF YOU WANT A COPY OF THE RESULTS
□
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Original in Spanish
Formaciôn del Personal de Contacto con el Cliente
en Hoteles de Cinco Estrellas
en Espana
Enero 1996
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s ir s  RESPIiESTAS A LAS PREGUNTAS SIGUIENTES SON IMPORTANTES. 
POR FAVOR, AL REPONDER TENGA EN CONSIDERACIÔN LA SITUACIÔN 
Al'TDAL DE SU HOTEL, V DESPUÉS ESCOJA LA RESPUESTA QUE USTED 
CONSIDERE m As  APROPIADA.
EN I AS PREGUNTAS SIGUIENTES. HÀBLENOS DE SU ESTABLECIMIENTO
1. Indique el numéro de habiUciones: _____________
2. Del lolal de las babilaciones, cudnlat son su ite s? _____________
3. Indique cl numéro de empleados a Jornada compléta de su esiabletimienlo:
4. Cuinlos empleados a Jornada compléta son de Contacto con el Cliente?
NOTA. Pain esta invesligaciôn se considerarân empleados de Contacto con el Cliente 
aqnéllos que trabajan en los depatlamcntos de reccpcièn, bar o cafeteria, y room service 
pcro no ociipan pucstos dircctivos. ______________
5. Indique el Area de cspecialiaaclAn de su hotel en rclacMn a lot se n ie  los que ofrece 
(marque sdio una opcidn)
1. Hotel Gran Liijo
2. Negocios y Convenciones 
r  Club
4, Ciudad de Vacaclones 
5 Otro ___________
6. Indique cl numéro de turislas que su munkipio recibe cada alto:
7. Por favnr Indique cu iles son los segmentas del mercado a los que su hotel sirve y qué 
porrrntaje del total de clientes representan:
IMPORTANTE: I) Escoja tantas catcgorias como sea neccsario 
y 2) Rccuerdc que el total de catcgnrias escogldas debe sumar inov.
1 Tiirista Intcrnacioual (Tour Operador)
2 l urista Internacional (No Tour Operador ) 
t Turista Nacional (Tour Operador)
4 Turista Nacional (No Tour Operador)
5 Turista de Négocies Internacional
%
%
%
%
%
6 Turista de Négociés Nacional
7 Otro (Por favor, especifiqiie);
TOTAL 100%
S. Por favor cspecHIque le  signicnte sobre su hotel (scOale sdio una opcIAn)
I Es una franqulcia de una cadena national, dirigido por el comprador de la franqiilcia
2. Es una franqulcia de una cadena nacional, dirigido por el vendedor de la franqulcia
3. Es una franqulcia de una codetui internacional, dirigido por el comprador de la franqulcia
4 Es una franqulcia de una cadena internacional, dirigido por el vendedor de la franqulcia
5 Es una franqulcia de una cadena international, dirigido por una compaflia nacional de 
explotacièn
6. Es una franqulcia de una cadena intenuKional, dirigido por una compaflia de explotacifln 
international
7. Es una unidad de «ma cadena naciorud, dirigido por el proprietario de la compaflia
8. Es utu unidad de una cadena nacional, dirigido por una compaflia nacional de explolacifln
9. Es una unidad de una cadena nacional, dirigido por una compaflia de explotaclAn internacional
10. Es una unidad de una cadetw nacional, dirigido por el Oobiemo
II Es «ma unidad individual, dirigido por una compaflia privada propielaria 
12 Otro (Por favor, especifique):
LAS PREGUNTAS SIGUIENTES HACEN REFERENCIA A LOS MÉTODOS DE 
FORMACIÔN DE SU ESTABLECIMIENTO
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9. Que (i|Hi (le lidilaeiûn se requière » las |iersiinas que van a ueupar pueslns de 
tnn larlii run el elicnie? (M arque eun un eireulu lan las upeiunes cumu neecsile)
12. Por favor rcsponda a las preguntas siguienlcs sobre el uso de dlfercntes métodos 
para  la formaeidn de personal y en qué poreenlaje se usan:
IM PO R TA N TE : I)  m arq u e  con un  circu to  tmnla* opctuncs cornu ncccsite y 2) R i-iucrilv qu
Room Service B ar/C afeteria Rccenclôn el total dclie lumar 100 */•
A) En la formaciôn de los empleados de contacto con el cicnte de Room Service qué
1 Certilicado Escolar 1 Ccrtificado Escolar 1 Ccnificado Escolar rnélodos utilizan?
2 (iraduado Escolar 2 Graduado Escolar 2 Graduado Escolar
3 F P  1 3 F P  1 3 F P  1 1. Formaciôn con la pràctica en el trabajo “/O
4 F P  il 4 F P  II 4 F P II 2 Manual del ernpicado %
5 B U P 5 B U P 5 B U P 3. Scsiones de formaciôn en gnipos %
1. E S O ( . E S O 6 E S O 4. Scsiones de formaciôn individuales %
7 C O U 7 C O U 7 C O U S. Scsiones de formaciôn fuera de la propicdad %
K T E A T 8 T E A T 8 T E  A T 6. Scsiones de formaciôn en la propicdad %
9 Oiro 9 Otro. 9. Otro: 7. Filmaciones %
8. Diapositivas ____  %
9. Simulacioncs de situaciones rcalcs ____ %
1». Proporciona su bolcl un  m élodo form ai de form aciôn a los nucvos empleados de II). Estudio de Casos %
Contacto con cl Cliente?
si SI i:s VIII: si, pou i avvk i vNiiNtii- lON i.as PRi-tnitriAS 11 a is
NO sus VI II: NI), roui AVVK VAYA A I.AS l'RI:(IIIN I AS 14 Y 15
11 Por favor indique del I al 6 bast a qué punto  esté  Ud. de acucrdo con las 
afirmaciones siguientcs (M arque con un etrewio sdio un nûm ero p a r opcidn);
11. JucgosdcRol
12. Instiucciôn formai en clase
13 Otro (por favor especifique):
%
%
TOTAL
litliilMwiitr rti Haxianle rn Km l>f Bu Im Ic 4 t ToUhNCMlt
llrsMCMeriu A rneN o ActtcNti 4e AcMer4o
» 2 J 4 6
B) En la formaciôn de los empleados de contacto con el cicnte de Bar/Cafetcria qué 
métodos utilizan?
La formaeion se cen tra  en...
dcsiirrull.'ir los coiiociiiiicnlos de los empleados 1 2  3 4
dcsuriollai las aptitudes de lus empleados 1 2  3 4
iiieiorai iiivcles de reudiuiieiitu 1 2  3 4
dc.saiiollar la acliliid liacia el clienlc 1 2  3 4
mejuiai ta coutiau/a de los empleados eu si mismos 1 2  3 4
1. Formaciôn con la pràctica en cl trabajo
2. Manual del enipicado
3. Scsiones de formaciôn en grupos
4 Scsiones de fonnaciôn individiialcs
5. Scsiones de formaciôn fiiera de la propicdad
6. Scsiones de formaciôn en la propiedad
7. Filmaciones
8 Diapositivas
9 Simulacioncs de sitiiacioncs renies 
III Estudio de Casos
11 Jucgos de Roi
12. Instrucciôn formai en clase
13 Otro (por favor especifique):
TOTAL
%
'%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
.. % 
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C) Eli la roriiiacioii de los empleados de coiilacto cou el cienle de Reccpciôii qué rnélodos 
iilili/aii')
1 Formaciôn con la pràclica en cl Irabajo
2 Manual del cmpicado
I Scsiones de Ibrmaciôn en gnipos
4 Scsiones de formaciôn individuales
5 Scsiones de formaciôn fuera de la propiedad
6 Scsiones de formaciôn en la propicdad
7 Filmaciones
8 Diapositivas
V Simulacioncs de situaciones rcalcs 
III Estudio de Casos
II Jiiegos de Roi
12 Instnicciôn formai en clase
13 Otro (por favor especifique);
%
%
%
.%
’ %
'%
_%
%
' %
%
%
RESPONDA A LA PREGUNTA 14 SÔLO SI RESPQNDIÔ NO A LA Itl
14. Por favor cipliqnc brevcmenle la(s) razôn(cs) por la(s) que su hotel no ofrece a los 
nuevos empleados de contacto con cl clicnic un pmgrama cstabiccido de formaciôn:
3.
3"
CD
TOTAL 100% 15. C v il cfl cl porccntajc «naal de bajas laboralea dcfinifivas entre Ion cmpleadoR de 
Contacto con el Cliente?
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IX Por favor indique del I al 6 hanta qué punto enté Ud. de acucrdo con lan nlgulenten 
afirmacionen (Marque con un circulo nélo un nümem por opcién);
rfi B n iM if r  rm Km D r Bmiimml* é* T o ts lm m ie
IV«»rMrr4f* t}e9»€m tr4o Deattrmeréo A m e rJ o A rm eréo 4 e  A r« rr4 fi
1 2 .1 4 5 6
NucMron métodon de formacidn mcjoran...
los conocimientos de los empleados 1 2 3 4 6
el rendimiento de los empleados 1 2 3 4 fi
las aptitudes de los empleados 1 2 3 4 f>
la actilud de los empleados hacia cl clicnic 1 2 3 4 6
la confian/a de los empleados en si mismos 1 2 3 4 6
la satisfacciôn eu el trabajo de los empleados 1 2 3 4 6
el servicio al cliente 1 2 3 4 f.
la satisfacciôn del cliente 1 2 3 4 6
Room Service 
Bar/Cafeteria 
Recepcién
%
%
%
MUCHISiMAS GRACIAS POR COMPLETAR ESTE QÜESTIONARIO
SI DESEA OBTENER UNA COPIA DE LOS RESULTADOS DE ESTE ESTUDIO, 
HAGA UNA SENAL EN EL RECUADRO
g
APPENDIX IV: FOLLOW-UP LETTER
Translation in English
Letterhead
Date
Nam e 
Position 
Company Name 
Address
Dear (Name):
Several days ago I mailed you a questionnaire about training methods 
for customer contact employees. Unfortunately, to date, I have not received a 
reply. I realize this was quite an imposition and that your availability of time 
is limited.
May I again emphasize the fact that your participation in the study as a 
representative of the Spanish luxury hotel industry is specially valuable. 
Allow me to remind you that the information obtained from you will remain 
anonymous and confidential.
Please forgive me and ignore this letter if the response to the 
questionnaire is in the mail. On the contrary, I would like you to know that 
for your convenience, the questionnaire can be returned by fax to the name 
and number below:
Mireia Montane 
Country code, area code and number: [Fax number]
Again, thank you very much for the time, effort and consideration you 
have dedicated to this research.
Sincerely yours.
Mireia Montané-Balagué
105
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Original in Spanish
Mireia Montané 
3145 E. Flamingo Rd. #1061 
Las Vegas, NV 89121 
USA
April 24,1996
Nam e 
Position 
Company Name 
Address
Estimado Sr./a :
Hace unos dfas le envié un qüestionario sobre métodos de formadôn 
de personal de contacto con el cliente. Desafortunadamente, hasta la fecha, no 
he redbido respuesta alguna. Me doy cuenta de que su tiempo es limitado y 
de que rellenar tal qüestionario es un pequeha imposidôn.
Si me lo permite, insistiré en la importanda su partidpadôn en este 
estudio como représentante de la industrie hotelera de lujo espahola. 
Permitame también que le recuerde que la informadôn obtenida serâ 
confidendal y permanecerâ anônima.
Perdôneme e ignore esta carta si el qüestionario ha sido ya enviado. En 
caso contrario, quiero hacerle saber que para su convenienda, también puede 
enviar los resultados del qüestionario via fax al siguiente nombre y nûmero 
de los Estados Unidos:
Mireia Montane 
Prefijo USA y nûmero: [Fax number]
De nuevo, gradas por su tiempo, esfuerzo y consideradôn que ha 
dedicado a esta investigadôn.
Muy atentamente.
Mireia Montané Balagué
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APPENDIX V: DATABASE
RESPNUM #ROOMS #SUITES #FTE FFCCE TYPE
1 60 11 76 29 1
2 83 4 117 43 2
3 93 24 107 35 5
4 206 18 250 100 2
5 350 66 160 52 2
6 288 25 175 55 1
7 142 4 135 55 2
8 288 13 173 123 2
9 455 58 350 100 1
10 286 22 156 57 5
11 192 7 248 167 4
TOURISTS %INTLTOU
T.O.
%INTLTOU %NATLTO
UT.O.
%NATLTO
U
INTLBUST
RAV
999999990 60 20 15 5 0
300000 10 15 10 10 20
999999990 25 70 0 4 1
999999990 20 0 10 10 10
999999990 9.7 37.4 10.9 42 0
999999990 15 5 10 10 20
999999990 1 13 10 66 0
999999990 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7
3089974 0 0 0 0 0
999999990 990 990 990 990 990
999999990 65 5 25 0 0
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%NATLBU
STRAY
%OTHER OWNERSH
IP
RSEDUC B/C EDUC ED EDUC
0 0 8 2 2 8
35 0 11 2 2 8
0 0 12 2 2 8
50 0 11 9 9 8
0 0 11 2 2 8
40 0 11 4 4 8
10 0 12 9 9 9
15.3 68 12 8 8 8
0 100 6 8 8 8
990 990 90 4 5 8
5 0 12 8 8 8
TRGPROGR
AM
FOCUSK FOCUSSKIL
LS
FOCUSPER
F
FOCUSATT FOCUSCON
F
2 0 0 0 0 0
1 4 4 4 4 5
2 0 0 0 0 0
1 4 4 3 4 4
1 4 4 6 6 5
1 6 6 6 6 6
1 6 6 6 6 5
1 5 5 6 6 5
1 1 6 6 6 6
1 4 5 5 6 5
1 4 5 6 6 6
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%RSOJT %RS
HAND­
BOOK
%RS
GROUP
SESSION
%RS ONE- 
ON-ONE
%RS ON­
PREMISE
%RS OUT- 
PREMISE
0 0 0 0 0 0
50 0 10 10 10 10
0 0 0 0 0 0
70 0 0 0 0 30
50 0 0 0 25 25
75 15 10 0 0 0
100 0 0 0 0 0
10 6 20 0 15 45
70 10 10 0 0 0
50 10 5 5 20 10
60 10 3 10 0 5
%RS FILMS %RS
SLIDES
%RS
SIMULA­
TION
%RS CASE 
STUDY
%RS ROLE 
PLAY
%RS
FORMAL
CLASS
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 10 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 10 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 5 3 0 0
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%RS
OTHER
%B/C OJT %B/C
HAND­
BOOK
%B/C
GROUP-
SESSION
%B/C ONE- 
ON-ONE
%B/C ON­
PREMISE
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 50 0 10 10 10
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 70 0 0 0 0
0 50 0 0 0 25
0 75 15 10 0 0
0 100 0 0 0 0
o 10 6 20 0 15
0 70 10 0 10 0
0 50 10 5 5 20
0 60 10 3 10 0
%B/C OUT- 
PREMIS
%B/C
HLMS
%B/C
SLIDES
%B/C
SIMULA­
TION
%B/C CASE 
STUDY
%B/C ROLE 
PLAY
0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
30 0 0 0 0 0
25 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
45 4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 10 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 3 2 2
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%B/C
FORMAL
CLASS
%B/C
OTHER
%FDOJT %FD
HANDBOO
K
%FD
GROUPSES
SION
%FD ONE- 
ONl
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 50 0 10 10
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 70 0 0 0
0 0 50 0 0 0
0 0 60 0 15 15
0 0 100 0 0 0
0 0 10 6 20 0
0 0 30 10 0 50
0 0 50 10 5 5
3 0 50 15 5 0
%FD ON­
PREMISE
%FD OUT- 
PREMIS
%FD HLMS %FD
SLIDES
%FD
SIMULA­
TION
%FDCASE
STUDY
0 0 0 0 0 0
10 10 0 0 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 30 0 0 0 0
25 25 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
15 45 4 0 0 0
0 0 0 10 0 0
20 10 0 0 0 0
0 5 5 5 3 2
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%FD ROLE 
PLAY
%FD
FORMAL
CLASS
%FD
OTHER
TRGIMPSK TRGIMPSP
ERF
TRGIMPSS
lOL
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 6 6 6
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 4 4 4
0 0 0 6 6 6
0 0 0 6 6 6
0 0 0 5 4 4
0 0 0 5 5 5
0 0 0 6 6 6
0 0 0 5 4 4
5 5 0 5 6 6
TRGIMPS
ATT
TRGIMPS
CONF
TRGIMPS
JOBSAT
TRGIMPS
CUSSER
TRGIMPS
CUSSAT
CCERS
T.OV
CCEB/
CT.
OV
CCEFD
T.OV
0 0 0 0 0 990 2 1
6 5 5 6 6 5 5 1
0 0 0 0 0 5 10 7
4 5 5 4 4 990 990 990
6 6 6 6 6 990 990 990
6 6 5 6 6 0 0 0
5 4 4 5 5 0 0 0
6 5 6 6 6 990 990 990
6 6 5 6 6 990 990 990
5 4 2 5 5 0 0 1
6 6 6 6 6 20 20 5
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APPENDIX VI:
IDENTIFICATION OF SPANISH 
EDUCATION DEGREES
Definitions of the education terms used in question 9 of the 
instrument are presented:
Certificado Escolar: Indicates the completion of the first seven grades of 
primary education. It is equivalent to finishing seven grades of schooling in 
the United States.
Graduado Escolar: Indicates the completion of primary education. It is 
equivalent to finishing eight grades of schooling in the United States.
F. P. I: Indicates the completion of a three year professional school 
degree. It can be pursued with the "Certificado Escolar."
F. P. H: Indicates the completion of the second level of education at a 
professional school, which is achieved usually after two more years of 
specialization, at the age of 18, or 19.
B. U. P.: Indicates the completion of a high school degree after the 
"Graduado Escolar." It consists of three years of general education in 
universal topics. It is intended to form students for future higher education 
requirements and it is usually accomplished at the age of 17.
E. S. O.: It is the new education degree that the government has 
instituted in Spain. It substitutes the existing plan, consisting in a primary 
education obtained through grades 1-8, and a secondary education 
accomplished through F. P. I or B. U. P, for a general, unified, and only degree
113
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that obliges all Spanish children to accomplish twelve grades of education. 
After accomplishing the twelve grades a student can choose between a 
specialization in a professional school (F. P. H), or another year (C.O.U.) as 
preparation for university education.
C. O. U.: Indicates the completion of a year of education in general and 
universal topics that incorporate the material leamt in the three years of 
B.U.P, and that prepare the student for university studies. It is usually 
accomplished at the age of 18.
T.E.A.T.: As discussed in the literature review, it is the three-year 
technical university degree in tourism.
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APPENDIX VH:
HUMAN SUBJECTS PROTOCOL
UNiy
l i M V l H S I T ' t  U f  M E  V A D A  1 A S  V f c ; A S
DATE: D e c e m b e r  1 1 ,  1 9 9 5
TO: M i r e i a  M o n ta n e  (HTLM)
M /S  6 0 2 1
FROM: ^ D r . W il l ia u n  E . S c h u l z e ,  D i r e c t o r
J ^ u f f i c e  o f  S p o n s o r e d  P r o g r a m s  (X 13  5 7 )
RE: S t a t u s  o f  Human S u b j e c t  P r o t o c o l  E n t i t l e d :
" C u s to m e r  C o n t a c t  E m p lo y e e  D e v e lo p m e n t  i n  
F i v e - S t a r  H o t e l s  i n  S p a in "
OSP # 6 0 4 s l 2 9 5 - 1 0 8 e
T h e  p r o t o c o l  f o r  t h e  p r o j e c t  r e f e r e n c e d  a b o v e  h a s  b e e n  r e v i e w e d  b y  
t h e  O f f i c e  o f  S p o n s o r e d  P r o g r a m s ,  a n d  i t  h a s  b e e n  d e t e r m i n e d  t h a t  
i t  m e e t s  t h e  c r i t e r i a  f o r  e x e m p t i o n  fr o m  f u l l  r e v i e w  b y  t h e  UNLV 
h u m an  s u b j e c t s  I n s t i t u t i o n a l  R e v i e w  B o a r d .  E x c e p t  f o r  a n y  r e q u i r e d  
c o n d i t i o n s  o r  m o d i f i c a t i o n s  n o t e d  b e l o w ,  t h i s  p r o t o c o l  i s  a p p r o v e d  
f o r  a  p e r i o d  o f  o n e  y e a r  f r o m  t h e  d a t e  o f  t h i s  n o t i f i c a t i o n ,  a n d  
w o r k  o n  t h e  p r o j e c t  m ay p r o c e e d .
S h o u l d  t h e  u s e  o f  hum an s u b j e c t s  d e s c r i b e d  i n  t h i s  p r o t o c o l  
c o n t i n u e  b e y o n d  a  y e a r  f r o m  t h e  d a t e  o f  t h i s  n o t i f i c a t i o n ,  i t  w i l l  
b e  n e c e s s a r y  t o  r e q u e s t  a n  e x t e n s i o n .
c c :  P .  B r e w e r  (HTLM-6 0 2 1 )
OSP F i l e
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